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Abstract
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1 Introduction
We will study various notion of “tameness”, which generalize the notion of o-
minimality. We will be interested only in definably complete structure: “tame”
but not definable complete structures (e.g., weakly o-minimal structures), while
important and interesting, are outside the scope of this article.
The first natural generalization of o-minimality (for definably complete struc-
tures) is asking for o-minimality only around each point of the structure (see
Def. 3.2). Much of the theory of o-minimal structures can be generalized without
difficulty to locally o-minimal ones: see §6, and from §8 to the end.
There is a dichotomy in further generalizing local o-minimality; let K be a
definably complete expansion of an ordered field:
1. Either we ask that the open core of K is locally o-minimal, obtaining
a-minimal structures; a stronger version is the requirement that the open
core of K is o-minimal (see §3).
2. Or we ask that every definable subset of K′ is a union of an open set
and finitely many discrete sets, for every K′  K, obtaining d-minimal
structures (see from §10 to the end).
Definably complete structures were explicitely defined and studied in [Mil01].
The open core of K was defined already in [MS99], where they study the case
when K is an expansion of R. Structures with o-minimal open core are one of
the main topics of [DMS10]; here, instead, they are only a side remark, because
we show that many of the results (and some of the techniques) of [DMS10] can
be generalized to a-minimal structures; moreover, we answer some questions
left open there. One of the natural examples of structures with o-minimal open
core is given by elementary pairs of o-minimal structures A  B, studied in
[vdD98a]; we show that the main results of [vdD98a] can be generalized to
elementary pairs of d-minimal structures, with a very similar proof (see §11).
D-minimal structures were the main theme of [Mil05], where he also examines
other notion of tameness, in the case when K expands R: many of the definitions
and proofs of this article are either inspired by [Mil05], or a direct reference to
it.
While o-minimal structures are geometric (that is, the algebraic closure acl
satisfies the Exchange Principle), and therefore they rosy of þ-rank 1, no such
result is true for d-minimal structures: more precisely, if K is a sufficiently
saturated d-minimal non o-minimal structure, then acl does not satisfy the
Exchange Principle, and K is not rosy (Lemma 11.35). However, we have a
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notion of dimension for d-minimal structures, given by teh topology, (which for
o-minimal structures coincides with the usual o-minimal dimension), which can
be usefully employed in the study of d-minimal structures, and in particular of
dense elementary pairs of such structures, in the same way as the o-minimal
dimension is used in o-minimal structures.
All structure considered will moreover be definably Baire (see [FS09]): this
will not be explicit in the definitions, but will follow quite easily from them. Also,
many of the proofs will rely on consequences of this Baire property (much in
the same way as in [Mil05] many theorems relied on Baire’s category theorem).
Therefore, a preliminary study of definably complete and of definably Baire
structures is essential in order to understand tame structures, and it will be
carried out Sections 4 and 7.
Some general results can be obtained under even weaker conditions: see
Sections 8 and 9.
2 Conventions, basic definitions, and notation
Definable will always mean “definable with parameters”.
R¯ = 〈R, 0, 1,+, ·, <〉 is the ordered field of real numbers. Ralg is the subset
of R given by the real algebraic numbers.
A linearly ordered structure 〈K, <〉 is definably complete if every definable
subset of K has a supremum in K ⊔ {±∞}.
Proviso. K will always be a definably complete structure expanding an ordered
field.
d : Kn × Kn → K is the distance function d(x, y) := |(|x − y). For every
x¯ ∈ Kn and 0 < r ∈ K, B(x¯, r) is the open ball of center x¯ and radius r, while
B(x, r) is the closed ball.
Let X ⊆ Kn. X , also denoted by cl(X), is the topological closure of X
inside Kn, while X˚ , also denoted by int(X), is the interior of X ; ∂X := X \X
is the frontier of X ; bd(X) := X \ X˚ is the boundary of X . X is nowhere
dense if X˚ is empty.
K is definably Baire (or simply “Baire” for short) if K is not the union of
a definable increasing family of nowhere dense subsets [FS09].
X is an Fσ-set if X is definable and is the union of a definable increasing
family of closed subsets of Kn, and is a Gδ-set if its complement is an Fσ-set.
X is meager if is the union of a definable increasing family of nowhere dense
sets. X is almost open (or a.o. for short) if there exists a definable open sets
U such that X ∆ U is meager [FS09], where ∆ is the symmetric difference
of sets.
X is constructible if it is a finite Boolean combination of open sets. X is
locally closed if for every x ∈ X there exists a neighbourhood U ∋ x such that
X ∩ U is closed in U .
Fact. If X is definable, then X is constructible iff it is a finite Boolean combi-
nation of definable open sets [All96, DM01]. X is locally closed iff it is of the
form C ∩ U , for some closed set C and some open set U . X is constructible iff
it is a finite union of locally closed sets.
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Definition 2.1. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable. X is d-compact if it is closed and
bounded. X is pseudo-finite if it is d-compact and discrete.
Definition 2.2. The open core of K is the reduct of K generated by all
definable open subsets of Kn, for every n ∈ N.
Definition 2.3. K is locally o-minimal if, for every definable function f :
K→ K, the sign of f is eventually constant.
See also §6 for more details on local o-minimality.
Given d ≤ n ∈ N, we denote by Πnd : K
n → Kd the projection onto the first d
coordinates. Given X ⊆ Kn+m and c¯ ∈ Kn, we define Xc¯ := {y¯ ∈ Km : 〈c¯, y¯〉 ∈
X}, and X[c¯] := {c¯} ×Xc¯ = X ∩ {c¯} ×X
m.
Remark 2.4. The open core of K includes all definable constructible sets and,
more generally, all Fσ-sets. In fact, if X is an Fσ-set, then X is the projection
of a closed definable set: if X =
⋃
t∈KXt, where
(
Xt : t ∈ K
)
is a definable
increasing family of closed subsets of Kn, then X = Πn+1n cl(
⋃
t∈KXt × {t}).
I will now discuss briefly the proviso that K expands a field. This assumption
is often convenient for notational purposes and to simplify the statements of
the theorems (compare e.g. our definition of Fσ-sets with the corresponding
definition of DΣ sets in [DMS10]); in those cases, a reader that is interested
in definably complete structures that may not expand a field can easily modify
definitions, proofs, and statements to his situation. However, sometimes the
field assumption is used in an essential way (e.g., in §7.4 and §11.3), and the
reader assumed above should be more careful.
3 Structures with o-minimal and locally o-minimal
open core
Definition 3.1. Let P be a property of definable sets. We say that P is
definable (for K), if for every definable family
(
Xy
)
y∈A
, the set dP (X) := {y ∈
A : P (Xy)} is definable. If T is a theory, we say that P is definable for T if P
is definable for every model of T .
For instance, “being closed” and “being pseudo-finite” are definable proper-
ties. A type p over K is definable iff the corresponding property “X ∈ p” is
definable [Poi85, §11.b]. We do not know if “being constructible” is definable
(because a constructible set X is a finite union of locally closed sets; if we do
not have a bound on the number of locally closed sets Ci such that X =
⋃
iCi,
we are not able to express the constructibility of X in a definable way). Notice
also that a property might be definable for K without being definable for the
theory of K: for instance, if K is not ω-saturated, then “being finite” might be
definable for K, without being definable for some K′ ≻ K.
Definition 3.2. K is locally o-minimal if, for every definable function f :
K→ K and every x ∈ K, there exists y > x such that either f > 0 on (x, y), or
f = 0 on (x, y), or f < 0 on (x, y).
Theorem 3.3. The following are equivalent:
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1. Every definable discrete closed subset of K is pseudo-finite;
2. Every definable discrete closed subset of Kn is pseudo-finite for every n ∈
N;
3. Every definable discrete subset of K is pseudo-finite;
4. Every definable discrete subset of Kn is pseudo-finite for every n ∈ N;
5. Every definable nowhere-dense subset of K is pseudo-finite;
6. Every definable meager subset of K is pseudo-finite;
7. Every definable nowhere-dense subset of K is discrete;
8. The open core of K is locally o-minimal;
9. The union of any definable increasing family of pseudo-finite subsets of K
is pseudo-finite;
10. The union of any definable increasing family of pseudo-finite subsets of
Kn is pseudo-finite, for every n ∈ N.
Moreover, if any of the above equivalent conditions is satisfied, then every Fσ
subset of Kn is constructible, K is Baire, and every meager subset of Kn is
nowhere dense.
Definition 3.4. We say that K is a-minimal if it satisfies any of the equivalent
conditions in Thm. 3.3 (that is, if it has locally o-minimal open core).
Definition 3.5. Let X ⊆ Kn+m. Define Finn(X) := {y ∈ Kn : XY is finite}.
“Being finite” is not definable a definable property in general. The following
lemma characterises when it is a definable property.
Lemma 3.6. The following are equivalent:
1. Every pseudo-finite set is finite;
2. For every X ⊆ K2 definable, Fin1(X) is also definable;
3. “Being finite” is a definable property.
Proof. (3 ⇒ 2) and (1 ⇒ 3) are clear. Assume (2). Let Z ⊂ Kn be pseudo-
finite; we have to prove that Z is finite; for simplicity, assume n = 1. Let
r := sup{r ∈ K : Z ∩ [−r, r] is finite}. Clearly, r = +∞, and therefore, since Z
is bounded, Z is finite.
Corollary 3.7. The following are equivalent:
1. K is a-minimal, and every pseudo-finite subset of K is finite;
2. K is a-minimal, and every pseudo-finite subset of Kn is finite, for every
n ∈ N;
3. K is a-minimal, and for every X ⊆ K2 definable, Fin1(X) is definable;
4. K is a-minimal, and “being finite” is a definable property for K;
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5. K has o-minimal open core;
6. Every definable closed discrete subset of K is finite;
7. Every definable closed discrete subset of Kn is finite, for every n ∈ N;
8. Every definable discrete subset of K is finite;
9. Every definable discrete subset of Kn is finite, for every n ∈ N.
The above corollary is a converse of [DMS10, Theorem A].
Definition 3.8. We say that K has o-minimal open core if it satisfies any
of the equivalent conditions in Corollary 3.7.
Notice that if K expands R, then “being finite” is a definable property. No-
tice also that “Uniform Finiteness” (UF), as defined in [DMS10] (also know as
“elimination of the quantifier ∃∞”) is a stronger property than “being finite is
definable in K”, because the former says that “being finite” is definable in the
theory of K (for instance, if K expands R, then “being finite” is definable for K,
but K does not necessarily satisfy UF).
Corollary 3.9 ([DMS10]). If K satisfies UF, then K has o-minimal open core.
Proof. Condition 3.7-6 follows easily from the hypothesis.
Remark 3.10. If K is an a-minimal expansion of R, then it has o-minimal open
core.
4 Preliminaries
Let X ⊆ Kn be definable. Let ∂A := A \A, and bd(A) := A \ A˚.
Lemma 4.1. If Y ⊆ Kn is definable and definably connected (e.g., n = 1 and
Y is an interval), then the following are equivalent:
1. Y ∩ bd(X) = ∅;
2. either Y ⊆ X˚, or Y ∩X = ∅.
Remark 4.2. • ∂X has empty interior.
• bd(X) = ∂X ⊔ ∂(Kn \X).
• bd(X) is closed.
• bd(X ∪X ′) ⊆ bd(X) ∪ bd(X ′).
• If X and X ′ are nowhere dense, then X ∪X ′ is also nowhere dense.
• If X is locally closed, then bd(X) is nowhere dense. Therefore, if X is
constructible, then bd(X) is nowhere dense.
Corollary 4.3. If X is constructible and X˚ = ∅, then X is nowhere dense.
Lemma 4.4. X is locally closed iff ∂X is closed. If bd(X) is discrete, then X
is locally closed.
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Proof. For the first part, if ∂X is closed, then X is open in X , and hence locally
closed. Conversely, if X = X ∩ U for some open set U , then ∂X = X \ U .
For the second part, if bd(X) is discrete, then, since bd(X) is also closed,
bd(X) has no accumulation points in Kn. Since ∂X ⊆ bd(X), we have that ∂X
is also closed (in Kn).
Lemma 4.5. Let f : [0, 1] → K be definable and continuous. Then, f is
uniformly continuous.
Proof. Assume not; then, there exists ε > 0 such that, for every δ > 0, the set
X(δ) := {(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 : |x− y| ≤ δ & |f(x)− f(y)| ≥ ε}
is non-empty. Since [0, 1]2 is d-compact, we have X :=
⋂
δ>0X(δ) 6= ∅. If
(x, y) ∈ X , then x = y and f is not continuous at x, absurd.
Definition 4.6. Let P be a property of definable sets. We say that P is
monotone if X ⊆ Y and P (Y ) imply P (X). We say that P is additive if
P (X) and P (Y ) imply P (X ∪ Y ).
Lemma 4.7. Let C ⊂ Kn be d-compact, f : C → Km be definable, and P be a
property of definable sets. Assume that P is definable, monotone, and additive,
and that, for every c ∈ C, there exists Uc definable neighbourhood of c, such that
P (f(Uc ∩ C)). Then, P (f(C)).
Proof. W.l.o.g., f is the inclusion function. Proceed as in [FS09].
For instance, we can apply the above lemma to the property “being nowhere
dense”.
4.1 Dimension
Definition 4.8. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable and non-empty. The dimension of
X is
dimX := max{d ≤ n : there exists a coordinate space L of dimension d,
s.t. ΠnL(X) has non-empty interior},
where ΠnL is the projection from K
n onto L. By convention, we say that dim ∅ =
−1. The full dimension of X is the pair 〈d, k〉, where d = dimX and 1 ≤ k is
the number of coordinate spaces L of dimension d, s.t. ΠnL(X) has non-empty
interior.
The set of full dimensions is ordered lexicographically, with the dimension
component more important. Therefore, by induction on the full dimension we
mean induction first on d and then on k. Dimension and full dimension were
already defined in [DMS10].
Lemma 4.9. Let X ⊆ Kn+m be a definable, of dimension n. Let A := {a ∈
Kn : dim(Xa) > 0}. If X is an Fσ, then A is an Fσ. If moreover K is Baire,
then A˚ = ∅ (i.e., A has dimension less than n).
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Proof. Same as [DMS10, 2.8(3) and 3.4]. Since
A =
⋃
ρ∈Π(n,1)
⋃
s>0
{a ∈ Kn : ρ(Xa) contains a closed interval of length s},
and X is an Fσ, A is also an Fσ. If, for contradiction, A has non-empty interior,
then, w.l.o.g., forevery a ∈ A, Πm1 (Xa) contains an open interval. Thus, by
Kuratowski-Ulam’s Theorem [FS09], Πn+mn+1 (X) is non-meager, and thus has
non-empty interior, contradicting dimX = n.
In the above lemma we cannot drop the assumption that X is an Fσ; for
instance, let X be the set of pairs 〈x, y〉 ∈ R2 such that:
x ∈ Q & 0 < y < 1 ∨ x /∈ Q & 1 < y < 2,
in the structure R(N) := 〈R,+, ·,N〉.
Lemma 4.10. Assume that K is Baire. Let X1, X2 ⊆ Kn be definable. If X1
and X2 are both Fσ, then fdim(X1 ∪ X2) = max
(
fdim(X1), fdim(x2)
)
and in
particular dim(X1 ∪X2) = max
(
dim(X1), dim(X2)
)
.
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that, for some m ≤ n, Πnm(X1 ∪X2) has non-
empty interior, while Πnm(Xi) has empty interior, for i = 1, 2. However, since
Πnm(Xi) is an Fσ, this means that Π
n
m(Xi) is meager, for i = 1, 2, and therefore
Πnm(X1 ∪X2) = Π
n
m(X1) ∪ Π
n
m(X2) is also meager, absurd.
In the above lemma we cannot drop the assumptions that the Xi are Fσ:
for instance, let X1 = Q and X2 = R \Q in the structure R(N).
Example 4.11. It is not true that, if X ⊆ Kn is definable and constructible,
then dimX = dimX ; cf. Thm. 8.4(5). In fact, let K := R(N), and X ⊂ R2
defined by:
X := {〈x, y〉 : x = p/q ∈ Q & 0 < p < q ∈ N & (p, q) = 1 & y = 1/q}.
Notice that X is locally closed (and a fortiori constructible), X = X ∪
(
[0, 1]×
{0}
)
, and dimX = 0, while dimX = 1.
4.2 Pseudo-finite sets
Define δ(X) := inf{d(x, x′) : x, x′ ∈ X & x 6= x′}.
Remark 4.12. If X is discrete, then it is nowhere dense in Kn.
Proof. Clear.
Lemma 4.13. If X and X ′ are pseudo-finite, then X × X ′ is also pseudo-
finite. Moreover, if X is pseudo-finite, then every definable subset of X is also
pseudo-finite.
Proof. The first part is clear from the definition.
Let Y ⊆ X be definable. It suffices to prove that Y is closed in Kn, to
conclude that Y is pseudo-finite. Let x ∈ X \ Y . Since X is discrete, {x} is
open in X , and therefore Y is closed in X ; since X is closed in Kn, Y is also
closed in Kn.
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Lemma 4.14. The following are equivalent:
1. X is pseudo-finite;
2. X is bounded and has no accumulation points in Kn;
3. X is bounded and δ(X) > 0.
Proof. (1⇔ 2) follows from the definition of pseudo-finite.
(3⇒ 2) is clear.
(1⇒ 3). Assume that X is pseudo-finite. We want to prove that δ(X) > 0.
Let Y := X ×X , and ∆(Y ) be its diagonal. Consider the map d : Y \∆(Y )→
K, mapping (x, x′) to d(x, x′). Note that Y \ ∆(Y ) is pseudo-finite, and that
δ(X) = infY \∆(Y ) d(y). Thus, d attains a minimum on Y \∆(Y ), and therefore
δ(X) > 0.
Lemma 4.15. X ⊆ Kn is discrete and closed iff, for every r > 0, X ∩B(0, r)
is pseudo-finite.
Proof. (⇒) is clear, because if X is discrete and closed, then X ∩ B(0, r) is
discrete, closed and bounded. (⇐) follows from the fact that X has no accu-
mulation points in Kn.
Remark 4.16. If K defines an unbounded discrete subset, then it defines an
unbounded discrete closed subset.
The above remark answers a question in [Mil05, §5].
Proof. Let D ⊂ K be discrete and not closed. W.l.o.g., we can assume that D
is unbounded (if a is an accumulation point for D, then ∞ is an accumulation
point for 1/(D − a)). For every r > 0, let
D(r) := {x ∈ D : D ∩B(x, r) = {x}},
the set of points inD at distance at least r from the other points ofD. EachD(r)
is discrete and closed. If D(r) is unbounded for some r, we are done. Otherwise,
each D(r) pseudo-finite; let z(r) := max
(
D(r)
)
,a nd Z := {z(r) : r > 0}. Since
D is unbounded, Z is also unbounded.
Claim 1. Z is closed and discrete.
Otherwise, Z would have an accumulation point a. For every r > 0, let
Z(r) := {z(r′) : r′ ≤ r}. Notice that Z(r) is bounded and δ
(
Z(r)
)
≥ r; thus,
Z(r) is pseudo-finite. Moreover, since z(r) is an increasing function of r, there
exists r0 > 0 such that z(r) > a + 1 for every r > r0. Hence, a cannot be an
accumulation point of Z, absurd.
Lemma 4.17. If X is discrete, then it is the union of a definable increasing
family of pseudo-finite sets. In particular, X is an Fσ.
Proof. After a change of coordinates, we can assume that X is bounded. For
every r > 0, define X(r) :=
{
x ∈ X : X ∩ B(x, r) = {x}
}
. Since X is discrete,
X =
⋃
rX(r). Therefore, it suffices to prove that, for each r, X(r) is pseudo-
finite. Fix r > 0. It is clear that δ
(
X(r)
)
≥ r > 0, and therefore X(r) is
pseudo-finite.
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Lemma 4.18. Let X be pseudo-finite. If f : X → Km is definable (not neces-
sarily continuous), then f(X) is also pseudo-finite.
Proof. Given f : X → Km, we want to prove that f(X) is d-compact and
discrete. By a change of coordinates in Km, we can always assume that f(X)
is bounded. Assume, for contradiction, that f(X) is not pseudo-finite. Let
y ∈ Km be an accumulation point for f(X). For every r > 0, let U(r) :=
f−1
(
B(y, r) \ {y}
)
; note that each U(r) is non-empty. By Lemma 4.13, each
U(r) is closed in X . Since X is d-compact,
⋂
r U(r) 6= ∅, which is absurd.
Corollary 4.19. Let X ⊆ Kn and X ′ ⊆ Kn
′
be definable. Then, X × X ′ is
pseudo-finite iff X and X ′ are pseudo-finite.
Corollary 4.20. X is pseudo-finite iff every projection of X on the coordinate
axes is pseudo-finite.
Definition 4.21. A pseudo-finite family of sets is a definable family
(
Xa :
a ∈ A
)
, such that A is pseudo-finite.
Lemma 4.22. Let P be an additive definable property. Let
(
Xy : y ∈ A
)
be a
pseudo-finite family, such that, for every y ∈ A, P (Xy). Then, P (
⋃
y∈AXy).
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that A ⊆ K. Let
B := {y ∈ A : P (
⋃
z∈A,
z≤y
Az)}.
Since P is definable, B is a definable subset of A. Hence, B is pseudo-finite, and
therefore it has a maximum b. It is now easy to see that b is also the maximum
of A.
Since “being closed” is an additive definable property, we see that the union
of a pseudo-finite family of closed sets is closed, and the intersection of a pseudo-
finite family of open sets is open. Similarly, the union of a pseudo-finite family
of pseudo-finite sets is pseudo-finite, and the union of a pseudo-finite family of
nowhere dense sets is nowhere dense.
Conjecture 4.23 (Pigeon Hole Principle). Let X ⊆ Kn be pseudo-finite and
f : X → X be definable. If f is injective, then it is surjective.
4.3 Bad and locally closed sets
Lemma 4.24. Let d ≤ n, A ⊆ Kn be definable, π := Πnd , and
Z := Z(A) := {a ∈ A : ∃U neighbourhood of A : π(A ∩ U) is nowhere dense}.
Then, Z is definable and open subset in A, and π(Z) is meager.
Proof. The fact that Z is definable and open in A is trivial. Let Z ′ := Z(A).
Claim 2. Z = Z ′ ∩A.
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Let a ∈ Z. Then, π(A ∩ U) is nowhere dense, for some U neighbourhood
of a. Moreover, π(A ∩ U) ⊆ π(A ∩ U), because U is open. Hence, π(A ∩ U) is
nowhere dense, and therefore a ∈ Z ′.
Therefore, it suffices to prove the lemma in the case when A is closed. Since
Z is closed in A, Z is locally closed. Moreover, for every a ∈ Z there exists
U neighbourhood of a, such that π(U ∩ Z) is nowhere dense; thus, by [FS09,
Cor. 3.7], π(Z) is meager.
4.3.1 Bad set
Definition 4.25. Let A ⊆ Kn+m. The set of “bad points” for A is
Bn(A) := {x ∈ K
n : cl(A)x \ cl(Ax) 6= ∅}.
Notice that Bn(A) = {x ∈ Kn : cl(A)x 6= cl(Ax)}.
In the following, it will often be necessary to prove that Bn(A), the set of
bad points of A, is “small” (in some suitable sense).
Remark 4.26. Assume that A ⊆ C ⊆ A ⊆ Kn+m. Then, Bn(A) ⊇Bn(C).
Proof.
cl(A)x \ cl(Ax) = cl(C)x \ cl(Ax) ⊇ cl(C)x \ cl(Cx).
Lemma 4.27. If A is an Fσ, then Bn(A) is the projection of a Gδ set. If A is
open, then Bn(A) is a meager Fσ.
Proof. Let
F (A) := {〈x, y, r, y′〉 ∈ Kn×Km×K×Km : r > 0 & 〈x, y′〉 ∈ A & |y− y′| < r}.
Claim 3.
Bn(A) = π
(
A ∩ π′({r > 0} \ π′′(F (A)))
)
,
where π′ and π′′ are suitable projections.
If A is an Fσ, then F (A) is also an Fσ, and thereforeBn(A) is the projection
of a Gδ set.
If A is open, then F (A) is also open, and therefore Bn(A) is an Fσ.
For every r > 0, define C(r) := {〈x, y〉 ∈ A : |x, y| ≤ 1/r & d(y,Ax) ≥ r}.
Notice that Bn(A) =
⋃
r>0 π(C(r)). Assume that A is open. Then, each C(r)
is d-compact. Hence, to prove that Bn(A) is meager, it suffices to prove that,
for every r > 0, π(C(r)) has empty interior. W.l.o.g., K is Baire. Assume,
for contradiction, that π(C(r0)) contains a non-empty open box W , for some
r0 > 0. To simplify the notation, assume that m = 1. Define f : W → K,
f(x) := min
(
C(r0)x
)
. By [FS09], there exists a non-empty open box W ′ ⊆ W ,
such that f ↾W ′ is continuous; w.l.o.g., W =W ′. Fix x0 ∈W , call y0 := f(x0),
and let Vx0 be an open box around x0 contained in W , and such that, for every
x ∈ Vx0 , d(f(x), y0) < r0/4. Since 〈x0, y0〉 ∈ U , there exists 〈x, y
′〉 ∈ U ,
such that x ∈ Vx0 , and d(y0, y
′) < r0/4. Let y := f(x). Since 〈x, y〉 ∈ C(r),
d(y, Ux) ≥ r; in particular, d(y, y′) ≥ r. However, this contradicts d(y, y0) <
r0/4 and d(y0, y
′) < r0/4.
Lemma 4.28. Bn(A ∪B) ⊆ Bn(A) ∪Bn(B).
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4.3.2 Locally closed sets
Definition 4.29. LetX ⊆ Kn. Define lc(X) := {x ∈ X : X is locally closed at x},
(that is, x ∈ lc(X) iff there exists an open ball U of center x, such that
X ∩B = X ∩B), and pXq := X \ lc(X).
Define Xp0q := X , and, for each k ∈ N, Xpk+1q := pXpkqq.
Notice that lc(X) is locally closed, and therefore constructible. Notice also
that, if X is definable, then also pXq and each Xpkq are definable. Therefore,
if X is an Fσ, then pXq is also an Fσ.
Proposition 4.30. pAq = A ∩ ∂(∂A). A is the union of m locally closed sets
if and only if Apm+1q is empty.
Proof. See [All96], where ∂A is denoted by Aˇ, and pAq by either B(A) or H(A).
Remark 4.31. If U ⊆ Kn is open, then lc(A)∩U = lc(A∩U), and pA∩Uq =
pAq ∩ U .
Remark 4.32. Let U ⊆ Kn be open, and A ⊆ U be closed in U . Let E := A.
Then, E ∩ U = E. Therefore, E ∩ U = E ∩ U .
Proof. The ⊆ inclusion is obvious. The opposite inclusion follows immediately
from E = E ∩ U .
Theorem 4.33. Let A ⊆ Kn be locally definable closed, and d ≤ n. Let U ⊆ Kn
be open, such that A = A ∩ U . Then, for every x ∈ Kd,
Ax = cl(Ax) ∩ Ux,
and in particular Ax is locally closed. Moreover, Bd(A) ⊆ Bd(U), and therefore
Bd(A) is meager.
Proof. Ax ⊆ cl(Ax) ∩ Ux is obvious. For the opposite inclusion,
cl(Ax) ∩ Ux ⊆ (A)x ∩ Ux = (A ∩ U)x = Ax.
Assume, for contradiction, that x ∈ Bd(A) \Bd(U). Let E := A; notice that
A = E ∩ U . Since x /∈ Bd(U), cl(Ux) = (U)x. By the above Remark, applied
to Ex ∩ Ux and to E ∩ U ,
cl(Ax) = cl(Ex ∩ Ux) = Ex ∩ cl(Ux) = Ex ∩ (U)x = (E ∩ U)x = Ex = (A)x,
contradicting x /∈ Bd(A).
By Lemma 4.27, Bd(U) is meager, and we are done.
Corollary 4.34. Let A ⊆ Kn be definable and constructible, and d ≤ n. Then,
Bd(A) is meager.
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5 Proof of Thm. 3.3
(3⇒ 1) is obvious.
(1 ⇒ 9). Let
(
X(r)
)
r∈K
be a definable increasing family of pseudo-finite
subsets of K, and X :=
⋃
rX(r). Assume, for contradiction, that X is not
pseudo-finite. W.l.o.g., we can assume that X ⊆ (0, 1), and that 0 is an accumu-
lation point of X . For every r ∈ K, let z(r) := min
(
X(r)
)
, Z := {z(r) : r ∈ K},
Y := {1/z(r) : r ∈ K}.
Claim 4. The only accumulation point of Z in K is 0.
In fact, suppose, for contradiction, that c > 0 is an accumulation point
of Z. Since 0 is an accumulation point for X ; there exists r0 ∈ K such that
X(r0)∩(0, c/2) 6= ∅. Thus, z(r0) < c/2, and, since z(x) is a decreasing function,
z(r) < c/2 for every r ≥ r0. Let Z(r0) := {z(r) : r < r0}, and Z ′ := Z \ Z(r0).
Since Z(r0) ⊆ X(r0), Z(r0) is pseudo-finite. Moreover, since Z ′ ⊆ (0, c/2), c is
not an accumulation point of Z ′, and thus it is not an accumulation point of Z,
absurd.
By the claim, Y is discrete and closed, and therefore, by hypothesis, it is
pseudo-finite. Hence, Z is also pseudo-finite; therefore, 0 cannot be an accumu-
lation point for Z, absurd.
(9⇔ 10) is clear form Corollary 4.19.
(9⇒ 3). Follows from Lemma 4.17.
Hence, we have the equivalence (1⇔ 3⇔ 9⇔ 10).
We now prove that (1 ⇒ 6). Let X ⊆ K be meager; thus, X is the union
of a definable increasing family
(
X(r)
)
r∈K
of nowhere dense subsets of K. We
want to prove that X is pseudo-finite. W.l.o.g., we can assume that each X(r) is
d-compact. By condition 9, it suffices to prove that each X(r) is pseudo-finite.
Thus, we fix r ∈ K, and prove that Y := X(r) is pseudo-finite, knowing that it
is d-compact and has empty interior. Assume, for contradiction, that Y has an
accumulation point in K. W.l.o.g., we can assume that Y ⊂ (0, 1), and that 0
is an accumulation point of Y . Since K is definably complete and Y is closed,
(0, 1)\Y is a union of disjoint open intervals; let D be the set of centres of those
intervals, that is:
D := {z ∈ (0, 1) : ∃r > 0, z − r ∈ Y, z + r ∈ Y, (z − r, z + r) ∩ Y = ∅}.
Note that D is discrete. By condition 3, D is pseudo-finite; let a := min(D), and
r > 0 such that a− r, a+ r ∈ Y and (a− r, a+ r)∩Y = ∅. Thus, (0, a− r) ⊆ Y .
Since Y has empty interior, a − r = 0. However, this contradicts the fact that
0 is an accumulation point for Y .
(6⇒ 5⇒ 1) is clear.
(7 ⇒ 1). Let X ⊆ K be discrete and close. Assume, for contradiction, that
X is not bounded; let Y := {1/x : 0 6= x ∈ X}∪ {0}. Since Y is nowhere dense,
Y is also discrete, contradicting the fact that X is unbounded. Hence, we have
the equivalence (1⇔ 3⇔ 5⇔ 6⇔ 7⇔ 9⇔ 10).
Now, we prove that condition 6 implies that every Fσ subset of Kn is con-
structible. This in turns imply that the open core of K is locally o-minimal, since
every set definable in the open core will be constructible, and constructible sets
with empty interior are meager, and thus pseudo-finite.
It is clear that condition 6 implies that K is Baire. Let X ⊆ Kn be an Fσ.
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If n = 1, then X = X˚ ∪ (X \ X˚), and therefore X is the union of an open
set and a meager set; thus, X is constructible.
If n > 1, we proceed, as in the proof of [DMS10, 3.4], by induction on n
and (d, k) = fdimX (the full dimension of F ). Note that if d = 0, then X is
pseudo-finite, and hence constructible.
If d = n, then X = X˚ ∪ (X \ X˚). X˚ is open, and hence constructible, while
X \ X˚ has dimension less than n, and therefore it is also constructible; thus, X
is constructible.
If 0 < d < n, w.l.o.g. we can assume that π(X) has non-empty interior,
where π := Πnd . Let A := {a ∈ K
d : dim(Xa) > 0}. By Lemma 4.9, A is and
Fσ of dimension < d; therefore, by inductive hypothesis, A is constructible. Let
Y := π−1(A) ∩X . Since fdim(Y ) < fdim(X), by induction, Y is constructible.
Thus, it suffices to prove that X \ Y is constructible, and hence we can reduce
to the case when Y = ∅.
Thus, we can reduce to the case when d < n, B := π(X) has non-empty
interior, and, for every y ∈ B, Xy is pseudo-finite.
Here the proof will diverge from [DMS10], because we do not have the hy-
pothesis UF, and therefore we cannot proceed by induction on a uniform bound
N on the cardinality of the fibers Xy.
We claim that fdim(pXq) < fdim(X). If the claim is true, then, by inductive
hypothesis, pXq is constructible, and therefore X is constructible.
If, for contradiction, fdim(pXq) = fdim(X), then π(pXq) contains a non-
empty open ball B′; by shrinking X , we can assume than B = B′.
By hypothesis, there exists a definable increasing family
(
X(t)
)
t∈K
of d-
compact subsets of Kn, such that X =
⋃
tX(t). Let Y (t) := π
(
X(t)
)
; note that
each Y (t) is d-compact, and B =
⋃
t Y (t). Since K is Baire, by [FS09, Prop. 2.7],
Kd is also Baire, and therefore there exists t0 ∈ K such that Y (t0) has non-
empty interior. Let B′ ⊆ Y (t0) be a non-empty open box; by shrinking X ,
we can assume that B = B′, and, by re-defining the family
(
Y (t)
)
t∈K
, that
B = π
(
Y (t)
)
for every t.
For every y ∈ B, define X[y] := {y} × Xy ⊆ X . The fact that X[y] is
pseudo-finite easily implies the following:
Remark 5.1. For every y ∈ B there exists t ∈ K such that X[y] ⊆ X(t).
Lemma 5.2. There exists B′ ⊆ B non-empty open box, and t0 ∈ K, such that
X ∩ (B′ ×Kn−d) ⊆ X(t0).
Proof. For every t ∈ K, define Z(t) := X \X(t), and Y (t) := B \ π
(
Z(t)
)
. Note
that each Z(t) is an Fσ, and therefore Y (t) is a Gδ. By induction on n, Y (t) is
constructible. Moreover, by the remark, B =
⋃
t Y (t). Since B is not meager,
there exists t0 ∈ K such that Y (t0) has non-empty interior. However, since
Y (t0) is constructible, this implies that Y (t0) itself has non-empty interior, and
therefore contains an open box B′.
Hence, X ∩ (B′ × Kn−d) = X(t0) ∩ (B′ ×Kn−d), and therefore X ∩ (B′ ×
Kn−d) ⊆ lc(X). Since the same reasoning can be made for every open box
B˜ ⊆ B instead of B, we conclude that π(pXq) has empty interior, absurd.
To conclude, it remains to prove (1 ⇒ 2). Let X ⊆ Kn be discrete and
definable. Since we have seen that K is Baire, this implies that every projection
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µ(X) of X on a coordinate axis has empty interior; however, µ(X) is an Fσ, and
thus µ(X) is pseudo-finite for every coordinate axis. Thus, X is pseudo-finite.
The fact that every nowhere dense definable subset of Kn is meager follows
from the fact that, if X is nowhere dense, then it is contained in a nowhere dense
Fσ set Y ; we have seen that Y is constructible; hence, Y is nowhere dense.
5.1 Further results on a-minimal structures
From the above proof, we can extract the following results.
Proviso. For the remainder of this subsection, K is a-minimal.
Lemma 5.3. Let C ⊆ Kn be definable and constructible (or, equivalently,
an Fσ) set of dimension d. Then, dim(pCq) < d. Therefore, C is the union of
d+ 1 locally closed definable sets.
As a corollary, we have that, for an a-minimal structure, “being constructible”
is a definable property. In fact (for K a-minimal) X ⊆ Kn is constructible iff
Xpn+1q is empty. Thus, Lemma 4.22 implies the following:
Corollary 5.4. Let A be pseudo-finite, and (Xa)a∈A be a definable family of
constructible subsets of Kn. Then,
⋃
a∈AXa is also constructible.
Moreover, the dimension is well-behaved for constructible sets definable in an
a-minimal structure. We have already seen that dim(C∪C′) = max(dimC, dimC′)
for constructible definable sets (Lemma 4.10).
Lemma 5.5. Let C be a definable constructible subset of Kn, where K is a-min-
imal. dimC ≤ 0 iff C is pseudo-finite.
Moreover, in Lemma 6.14, we will show that, for C definable, constructible,
and non-empty subset of an a-minimal structure, we have dim(∂C) < dimC if
C is non-empty.
Lemma 5.6. Let C(t) be a definable increasing family of subsets of Kn, such
that each C(t) is constructible (or, equivalently, an Fσ), and dim(C(t)) ≤ d.
Let C :=
⋃
t C(t). Then, dimC ≤ d.
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that π(C) contains a non-empty open set U ,
where π := Πnd . For every t, let D(t) := π(C(t)). By hypothesis, each D(t) has
empty interior and is an Fσ, and therefore it is meager. Thus, by a-minimality,
each D(t) is nowhere dense. However,
⋃
tD(t) = U , and thus U is meager,
which is absurd.
For a similar result, see also 8.4(II).
We can prove a different version of Corollary 5.4, albeit with a longer proof.
Lemma 5.7. Let
(
A(t)
)
t∈K
be a definable increasing family of constructible
subsets of Kn. Then, X :=
⋃
t∈KAt is also constructible.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on (d, k) := fdimX . If d = 0, then each
A(t) is pseudo-finite (by Lemma 5.5); therefore, X is pseudo-finite, and hence
constructible. If d = n, then X := X˚ ⊔ (X \ X˚). Define B(t) := A(t) \ X˚;
notice that X \ X˚ =
⋃
tB(t), and
(
B(t)
)
t∈K
is a definable increasing family of
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constructible sets. Thus, by inductive hypothesis, X \ X˚ is constructible, and
therefore X is constructible.
It remains to treat the case 0 < d < n. W.l.o.g., π(X) has non-empty
interior, where π := Πnd . By inductive hypothesis, π(X) is constructible. For
each t ∈ K, define C(t) := {y ∈ Kd : dim
(
X(t)y
)
> 0}. Each C(t) is definable
in the open core of K, and thus constructible.
Claim 5. C(t) has empty interior, for every t.
If, for some t ∈ K, C(t) has non-empty interior, then, since dim(A(t)) ≤
dimX = d, π
(
A(t)
)
has empty interior, and thus it is nowhere dense. Hence,
π(X) is meager, a contradiction.
Let Y :=
⋃
t C(t). By inductive hypothesis, C is constructible; moreover,
by Claim 5, it is meager, and therefore dim Y < d. Let X1 := X \ (Y × Kn−d)
and X2 := X ∩ (Y × Kn−d). We have seen that fdim(X2) < fdimX , and
thus, by inductive hypothesis, X2 is constructible. Thus, w.l.o.g. we can assume
that X = X1, that is, A(t)y is pseudo-finite for every t ∈ K and y ∈ Kd. By
Lemma 5.5, this means that Xy is pseudo-finite for every y ∈ Kd.
Notice that, for every t ∈ K, X \ A(t) =
⋃
s
(
A(s) \A(t)
)
, and therefore, by
induction on n, π
(
X \A(t)
)
is constructible. Thus, reasoning as in Lemma 5.2,
we cam prove the following Claim.
Claim 6. For every non-empty open box B there exists t ∈ K and B′ ⊆ B
non-empty open box, such that X ∩ (B′ ×Kn−d) = A(t) ∩ (B′ ×Kn−d).
Fix B′ as in the above claim, and let A˜(t) := A(t) ∩ (B′ × Kn−d). By
Lemma 5.3 dim
(
A˜(t) \ lc(A˜(t))
)
< dim
(
A˜(t)
)
≤ d. Moreover, pXq ∩ (B′ ×
Kn−d) = pA˜(t)q. Therefore, by Claim 6, π(pXq) has empty interior. Thus, by
inductive hypothesis, pXq is constructible, and hence X is constructible.
Lemma 5.8. Let C ⊆ Kn be definable. T.f.a.e.:
1. C is a.o.;
2. C \ C˚ is nowhere dense;
3. ∂C is nowhere dense;
4. bdC is nowhere dense;
Proof. (4 ⇒ 3 ⇒ 1) and (4 ⇒ 2 ⇒ 1) are clear, and are true even without
the a-minimality hypothesis. For (1 ⇒ 2), assume C a.o.. Then, C = U∆F ,
for some definable meager set F , and some definable open set U . Since K is
a-minimal, F is nowhere dense; let D := F .
Claim 7. U \D ⊆ C˚.
In fact,
C˚ = int(U∆F ) ⊇ int(U \ F ) = U \D.
Thus,
C \ C˚ ⊆ C \ (U \D) = (U∆F ) \ (U \D) ⊆
(
U \ (U \D)
)
∪ F ⊆ D ∪ F = D,
and D is nowhere dense.
The above proof applied to Kn \ C shows that (1⇒ 3).
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Finally, for 1 ⇒ 4, observe that bdC = ∂C ∪ (C \ C˚). Hence, if C is a.o.,
then, by (2) and (3), ∂C and C \C˚ are nowhere dense, and thus bdC is nowhere
dense.
Lemma 5.9. Let (A(t))t∈K be a definable increasing family of subsets of Kn,
and C :=
⋃
tA(t). If each A(t) is meager, then C is meager (and thus nowhere
dense). If each A(t) is a.o., then C is a.o..
Proof. Since K is a-minimal, if each A(t) is meager, then each A(t) is nowhere
dense, and therefore C is meager.
If each A(t) is a.o., let U := C˚, and A′(t) := A(t) \ V . Notice thar A′(t) ⊆
A′(t)\interior(A′(t)); thus, Lemma 5.8, each A′(t) is nowhere dense. Therefore,
C \ U =
⋃
tA
′(t) is meager, and hence C is a.o..
6 Locally o-minimal structures
Lemma 6.1. The following are equivalent:
1. K is locally o-minimal;
2. for every X ⊂ K definable, and for every x ∈ K, there exists y > x such
that, either (x, y) ⊆ X, or (x, y) ⊆ K \X;
3. for every X definable subset of K, either X is pseudo-finite, or it has
non-empty interior.
See [DMS10, 2.11] for other equivalent formulations of local o-minimality
(for definably complete structures, not necessarily expanding a field).
Proof. (1 ⇒ 2). Apply the definition of locally o-minimal to the characteristic
function of X . (2 ⇒ 1). Let f : K → K be definable, and x ∈ K. Let X :=
f−1(0). By hypothesis, there exists y > x such that (x, y) is a subset either ofX ,
or of K\X . In the first case, we are done; in the second, let Y := f−1
(
(−∞, 0)
)
.
By decreasing y if necessary, either (x, y) ⊆ Y , or (x, y) ⊆ K \ (X ∩ Y ).
(2⇒ 3). Let X ⊂ K be definable with empty interior. We must prove that
X is pseudo-finite. W.l.o.g., X is bounded. Let x ∈ K. By condition 2, since X
has empty interior, there exists a < x < b such that both (a, x) and (x, b) are
disjoint from X . Thus, x cannot be an accumulation point for X , and therefore
X is pseudo-finite.
(3 ⇒ 2). Let X ⊆ K be definable, x ∈ K, Y := (x,+∞) ∩ X , and Z := Y˚ .
Since Z is open, bd(Z) := Z \ Z˚ has empty interior, and therefore it is pseudo-
finite. Thus, there exists y > x such that (x, y) is contained either in Z or in
K\Z. In the first case, we have the conclusion. In the second case, we have that
W := X ∩ (x, y) has empty interior. Thus, W is pseudo-finite, and therefore,
after possibly decreasing y > x, we have (x, y) ⊆ K \X .
Proviso. In the remainder of this section, K is a definably complete and locally
o-minimal expansion of a field.
Since locally o-minimal structures are a-minimal, Thm. 3.3 applies to them.
Moreover, as shown in Section 5, every definable constructible subset of Kn
has a well-behaved dimension. We will show later that every definable set is
constructible.
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6.1 Examples
Every o-minimal structure is locally o-minimal. Since “local o-minimality” is a
first-order property, an ultra-product of locally o-minimal structures also locally
o-minimal. The above observation leads us to the following example.
Example 6.2. Let M be a fixed o-minimal structure, in a language L. Let P
be a new unary predicate. For every n ∈ N, let Pn := {1, 2, . . . , n} ⊂ M . Let
Mn := (M,Pn) be the L(P )-expansion of M , where P is interpreted by Pn. Let
N := (M∗, P ∗) be a non-principal ultra-product of the Mn. Then, N is locally
o-minimal, but not o-minimal (because P ∗ is pseudo-finite, but not finite).
If M is an expansion of R, then the above structure can be considered a
restriction of an ultra-product of (R,N) (the expansion of R with a predicate
for the natural numbers). However, we can take for M the counter-example of
Hrushovski and Peterzil: M∗ is an elementary extension of M , and therefore
also satisfies a formula that cannot be true in any expansion of the reals, and
the same holds for N .
Since every locally o-minimal structure is also Baire (we are assuming that
everything is definably complete), then the above is also a non-trivial example
of definably complete and Baire structure.
Along the same lines, we can also consider the following example: let M be
as before, and M ′ be an elementary extension of M , such that M is dense in
M ′ and different from M ′. Define Pn as before, let Mn := (M
′,M, Pn), and
N := (M ′∗,M∗, P ∗) be a non-principal ultra-product of the Mn. Each Mn has
o-minimal open core, hence it is a-minimal; thus, N is a-minimal (and hence
Baire), but does not have o-minimal open core. Again, if M is the counter-
example of Hrushovski and Peterzil, we see that N is not the restriction of an
elementary extension of an expansion of R.
Regarding structures with o-minimal open core, [DMS10, §8] ask the follow-
ing question: Suppose that K is Archimedean and has o-minimal open core;
does Th(K) have a model over R that is unique up to isomorphism? While we
do not have an answer regarding the existence, it is easy to see that uniqueness
might fail. In fact, consider the case when K is given by the dense pair (R¯,Ralg).
Let S be an uncountable real-closed subfield of R, which is not all of R. Then,
(R¯, S) is elementarily equivalent to K, but it is not isomorphic to K. A more
interesting question is: with the above hypothesis, does K have an elementary
extension expanding R¯? Again, uniqueness cannot be expected. For instance,
let U be a real-closed subfield of R, such that U ∩ S = Ralg, Ralg 6= U 6= R,
and U and S are free over Ralg; then, both (R¯, S) and (R¯,Ralg) are elementary
extensions of (U,Ralg) (see [vdD98a, Corollary 2.7]).
6.2 The monotonicity theorem
Let A ⊆ (a, b) be pseudo-finite. For every x ∈ A, we denote by s(x) the
smallest element of A strictly greater than x, if x is not the maximum of A,
and b otherwise. Similarly, we denote by p(x) the greatest element of A strictly
smaller than x, or a if x is the minimum of A. We denote by s(a) the minimum
of A.
Theorem 6.3 (Monotonicity theorem). Let f : (a, b)→ K be a definable func-
tion . Then, there exists a pseudo-finite set A ⊆ (a, b), such that on each sub-
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interval
(
x, s(x)
)
, with x ∈ A ∪ {a}, the function is either constant, or strictly
monotone and continuous.
The proof proceeds as in [vdD98b, Thm. 3.1.2]: we derive it from the three
lemmata below. Let I ⊆ K be an open interval, and f : I → K be definable.
Lemma 6.4. There is a subinterval of I on which f is constant or injective.
Lemma 6.5. If f is injective, then f is strictly monotone on a subinterval of I.
Lemma 6.6. If f is strictly monotone, then f is continuous on a subinterval
of I.
The three lemmata imply the monotonicity theorem as follows. Let
X :=
{
x ∈ (a, b) : on some subinterval of (a, b) containing x,
f is either constant, or strictly monotone and continuous
}
.
By the three lemmata, A := (a, b) \ X has empty interior, and therefore it is
pseudo-finite. It is easy to see that A satisfies the conclusion of the theorem.
The proof of the first lemma is as in [vdD98b, ¶3.1.5, Lemma 1], substituting
“finite” with “pseudo-finite”, and “infinite” with “non pseudo-finite”, and using
the results in Section 4.2.
The proof of the second lemma is as in [vdD98b, ¶3.1.5, Lemma 2]. The
“difficult case”, that is proving that the set of points in K satisfying the formula
Φ++(x) := x is a strict local maximum for f
has empty interior, is immediate from Lemma 7.3.
The proof of the third lemma in [vdD98b, ¶3.1.5, Lemma 3] works also here,
with the same modifications as for the first lemma.
We also have the following consequence:
Corollary 6.7. Let f : (a, b) → K be definable, and c ∈ (a, b). The limits
limx→c− f(x) and limx→c+ f(x) exist in K∞ Also the limits limx→a+ f(x) and
limx→b− f(x) exist in K∞.
6.3 Constructibility and partition into cells
In this sub-section we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.8. If K is locally o-minimal, then every definable subset of Kn is
constructible. Therefore, K coincides with its open core.
Let X ⊆ Kn be definable.
If n = 1, then ∂(X) has empty interior (by Remark 4.2) and therefore is
pseudo-finite. The same is true for K \X , and therefore, (also by Remark 4.2)
bd(X) is pseudo-finite. Thus, by Lemma 4.4, X is locally closed, and, a fortiori,
constructible.
If n = 2, we consider first the case when, for every a ∈ K, Xa is pseudo-finite.
W.l.o.g., we can assume that X ⊆ (0, 1)× (0, 1). Following [vdD98b, 3.1.7], we
call (a, b) ∈ K2 normal if there is an open box I × J around (a, b) such that
• either (I × J) ∩X = ∅ (and hence (a, b) /∈ X ,
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• or (a, b) ∈ X and (I × J) ∩ X = Γ(f) for some continuous function
f : I → J .(1)
Note that the set N := {(a, b) ∈ K2 : (a, b) is normal} is definable. Note
also that Z := K2 \ N is contained in [0, 1]× [0, 1].
We call B := Π21(Z) ⊆ K the set of “bad” points, and G := K \ B the set of
“good” points.
Claim 8. Z is d-compact.
In fact, it is bounded, and, by definition, its complement Y is open.
Hence, B is d-compact.
Claim 9. B is pseudo-finite.
Proof. If not, let I ⊆ B be a non-empty open interval. For every a ∈ I; let
β(a) := min(Za). Conclude as in the proof of [vdD98b, 3.1.7].
Note that the set of normal points N is locally closed by definition. More-
over, by Lemma 4.22, Z is pseudo-finite, and hence closed. Thus, X = N ∪ Z
is constructible.
We treat now the general case, when there exists some a ∈ K such that Xa
is not pseudo-finite.
Let A := {a ∈ K : Xa is not pseudo-finite}.
Lemma 6.9. If A is not meager, then X has non-empty interior.
Proof. If A is not meager, then it contains an open interval I. So, w.l.o.g. we
can assume A = I. For every a ∈ A, there exist b ∈ K accumulation point of Xa.
Let f(a) ∈ K be the smallest such b. Note that there exists b′ > f(a) such that(
f(a), b′
)
⊆ Xa; let g(a) the greatest such b′. Let I ′ ⊆ I open interval, such that
f and g are continuous on I ′. Then, the set {(a, b) : a ∈ I, f(a) < a < g(a)} is
an open set contained in X .
Note that X = X˚ ∪ (X \ X˚). Since X \ X˚ has empty interior, we can
assume that X has empty interior. Thus, A is pseudo-finite. By the case n = 1,
we have that, for every a ∈ K, X[a] is constructible. Thus, by Corollary 5.4,
X ∩ π−1(A) =
⋃
a∈AX[a] is constructible. Since we have seen that X \ π
−1(A)
is also constructible, we are done.
The rest of the proof proceeds by enumerating all the possible values of n.
For the general case, let us prove, by induction on n, the following 2 state-
ments:
In Every definable X ⊆ Kn is constructible;
IIn If A ⊆ Kn is open and definable, and f : A → K is a definable func-
tion, then there exists a non-empty open box B ⊆ A such that f ↾ B is
continuous.
Note that IIn implies that the set of discontinuity points of f is nowhere dense.
We have already proved I1 and II1. So, assume that we have already proved
Im and IIm, for every m ≤ n, and let us prove them for n+ 1.
(1)Since we assumed that X ⊆ (0, 1) × (0, 1), we do not need to worry about the behaviour
at infinity.
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We will prove In+1 by induction on (d, k) := fdim(X), the full dimension
of X . Assume we have already proved the statement for anyX ′ of full dimension
less than (d, k).
If d = n, note that X = X˚⊔(X \X˚). X˚ is open, and therefore constructible,
and (X \ X˚) has empty interior, and thus dimension less than n; therefore, by
the inductive hypothesis, X \ X˚ is constructible, and we are done.
If d = 0, then X is pseudo-finite, and we are done.
If 0 < d < n, w.l.o.g. we can assume that Y := π(X) has non-empty interior,
where π := Πnd . Let X
′ := X ∩ π−1(Y \ Y˚ ). Note that fdim(X ′) < fdim(X),
and therefore X ′ is constructible. Thus, we can assume that Y is open.
Moreover, after a change of coordinates, we can assume that X is bounded.
We call (a, b) ∈ Kn × K normal if there is an open box B × J around (a, b)
such that
• either (B × J) ∩X = ∅ (and hence (a, b) /∈ X),
• or (a, b) ∈ X and (B × J) ∩ X = Γ(f) for some continuous function
f : B → J .
Note that the set N := {(a, b) ∈ Kn×K : (a, b) is normal} is definable. Note
also that Z := Kn ×K \ N is contained in [0, 1]× [0, 1].
We call B := π(Z) ⊆ Kn the set of “bad” points, and G := Kn \ B the set of
“good” points.
Again, N is open by definition, and thus B is d-compact. Thus, it suffices to
prove that fdim(Z) < fdim(X) to obtain that X is constructible. If, for contra-
diction, fdim(Z) = fdim(X), then π(Z) has non-empty interior; let B ⊆ π(Z) be
a non-empty open box. For every a ∈ B, let β(a) := minZa. Proceeding as in
the case n = 2, and using the inductive hypothesis IIn, we get a contradiction.
Let us prove now IIn+1. We use the same technique in [vdD98b, 3.2.17].
Let f : A → K be a definable function, with A ⊆ Kn × K open and definable.
Define the set A∗ of well-behaved points for f as in [vdD98b, 3.2.17]. By the
same proof as in [vdD98b], A∗ is dense in A. Since A is definable, by In+1 A
is consructive, and therefore it contains a non-empty open box B. Moreover,
by [vdD98b, Lemma 3.2.16], f is continuous on B.
We shall now prove a stronger version of Thm. 6.8, where we give some more
details on the structure of definable sets.
Definition 6.10. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable (and hence constructible) and of
dimension d, and let π : Kn → L be a projection onto a coordinate space of
dimension d. For notational convenience, assume that π = Πnd , and that X is
bounded. A point a ∈ Kd is (X, π)-good if there exists a neighbourhood A
of a, such that, for every b ∈ Kn−d there exists a neighbourhood B of b, with
either A × B is disjoint from X , or (A × B) ∩X = Γ(f) for some (unique and
definable) continuous function f : A→ B. A point x ∈ Kd is (X, π)-bad if it is
not good.
If X is unbounded, let φ : K→ (0, 1) be a definable order-preserving homeo-
morphism, and φn : Kn → (0, 1)n be the corresponding map. Then, we say that
a is (X, π)-good if φd(a) is (φn(X), π)-good: the definition dose not depend on
the particular choice of φ, and it is equivalent to the one in [vdD98b].
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Note that if L = Kn, then no point of ∂X is (X, π)-good (where π is the
identity map). Note also that if y ∈ L is (X, π)-good, then Xy is pseudo-finite
(because it is discrete).
Definition 6.11. A multi-cell of dimension d in Kn, with respect to a coor-
dinate plane L, is a definable subset X ⊆ Kn of dimension equal to dimL, such
that, calling π the orthogonal projection onto L:
1. U := π(X) is open in L;
2. every point of U is (X, π)-good.
Note that the multi-cells of dimension 0 are the pseudo-finite sets, and the
multi-cells of dimension n in Kn are the definable open subsets of Kn.
Note also that ifX is a multi-cell, then, locally around every point of X , X is
a cell. However, X might not be a cell around points not of X . For instance,
let D ⊆ (0, 1) be an infinite pseudo-finite set, and let
X := {(x, y) ∈ K2 : x > 0, y > 0, ∃m ∈ D, y = mx}.
Then, X is a multi-cell, but, for every neighbourhood V of 0, X∩V has infinitely
many definably connected components, and thus cannot be a cell, nor a finite
union of cells.
Theorem 6.12. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable. Then, there exists a finite partition
of X into multi-cells. The number of multi-cells is bounded by a function of n.
Proof. We will prove the statement by induction on n and (d, k) := fdim(X).
Assume that we have already proved the statement for every n′ < n and for
every X ′ of full dimension less than (d, k).
If d = n, then X = X˚ ⊔ (X \ X˚). X˚ is open, and thus a multi-cell. (X \ X˚)
has dimension less than n, and thus it is a finite disjoint union of multi-cells.
Therefore, X is a finite disjoint union of multi-cells.
If d = 0, then X is pseudo-finite, and hence a multi-cell.
If 0 < d < n, let L be a coordinate space of dimension d, such that π(X)
has non-empty interior in L, where π is the projection on L. As in the proof of
Thm. 6.8, the set B of (X, π)-bad points is nowhere dense and closed, and G,
the set of (π,X)-good points, is open. Thus, let Y := X ∩ π−1(B) and Z :=
X ∩ π−1(G). By definition, Z is a multi-cell, and, since B is nowhere dense, Y
has full dimension less than (k, d), and therefore it is a finite disjoint union of
multi-cells. Thus, X is a finite union of multi-cells, and we are done.
From the above argument, we can see that the number N of multi-cells
partitioning X is bounded by a function of n, d, and k. However, d and k are
bounded by functions of n, and thus N is bounded by a function of n.(2)
We would like to obtain a structure theorem for open definable sets. Such a
theorem should also give a further refinement of the above theorem.
Remark 6.13. Let f : Kn → Km be definable. Since Γ(f) is constructible,
then, by Lemma 7.2, D(f) is meager, and thus nowhere dense and of dimension
strictly less than n.
(2)Something like n2.
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6.4 Additional results on locally o-minimal structures
Proviso. In this subsection, K is a locally o-minimal structure.
Therefore, K is a-minimal, and every definable subset of Kn is constructible.
Hence, we can apply lemmata 4.10, 5.5, and 5.6, and obtain the following lemma
(cf. Example 4.11).
Lemma 6.14. Let C and C′ be definable subsets of Kn. Then, dim(C ∪C′) =
max
(
dimC, dimC′
)
, and dim(∂C) < dimC if C is non-empty; besides, dimC =
0 iff C is pseudo-finite.
Proof. We only need to show that dim(∂C) < dimC.
First, we claim that fdim(C) = fdimC. In fact, Πnm(C) ⊆ Π
n
mC, and there-
fore, by local o-minimality, if the former has non-empty interior, also the latter
has non-empty interior. Hence, fdim(∂C) ≤ fdimC.
Assume, for contradiction, that d := dimC = dim(∂C); w.l.o.g., π(∂C)
contains a non-emtpy open box U , where π := Πnd . Let B be the set of 〈C, π〉-
bad points: B is nowhere dense, and therefore there exists a non empty open
box V ⊆ U \ B. However, π
(
∂(C ∩ π−1(V ))
)
⊆ ∂V , contradicting the definition
of U .
Lemma 6.15. Let C(t) be a definable increasing family of subsets of Kn, such
that dim(C(t)) ≤ d for every t. Let C :=
⋃
t C(t). Then, dimC ≤ d.
Lemma 6.16. Every locally o-minimal structure has definable Skolem func-
tions.
Proof. Same as in [vdD98b, Prop. 6.1.2].
Lemma 6.17 (Curve selection). If a ∈ ∂X, where X ⊆ Kn is definable, then
there exists a definable continuous injective map γ : (0, 1) → X, such that
limt→0 γ(t) = x.
Proof. Same as in [vdD98b, Corollary 6.1.5].
Given A ⊆ K, denote by dcl(A) the definable closure of A in K.
Lemma 6.18. Assume that dcl(∅) is dense in K. Then, K has the Exchange
Property (EP).
Proof. Let A ⊆ K, and a, b ∈ K. We have to prove that, if b ∈ dcl(A ∪ {a}) \
dcl(A), then a ∈ dcl(A∩{b}). Let f : K→ K be A-definable, such that f(a) = b.
By the monotonicity theorem, there exists D ⊂ K pseudo-finite, such that f is
continuous and either constant or strictly monotone on each subinterval of K\D.
Note that D can be taken A-definable.
If a ∈ D, let y′, y′′ ∈ dcl(∅), such that y′ < a < y′′,a nd D ∩ (y′, y′′) = {a}.
Then, a ∈ dcl(A), a contradiction.
If instead a /∈ D, let y′, y′′ ∈ dcl(∅), such that y′ < a < y′′ and f is continuous
and either constant or strictly monotone on I := (y′, y′′). If f is constant on I,
then b ∈ dcl(A), absurd. If instead f is continuous and strictly monotone on I,
then f has a compositional inverse g on I, and g is A-definable; thus, a = g(b),
and therefore a ∈ dcl(A ∪ {b}).
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Example 6.19. A locally o-minimal structure does not necessarily satisfy the
NIP. Equivalently, there exists a locally o-minimal structure that does have the
Independence Property. In fact, fix an o-minimal structure M (expanding a
field) in a language L. Let P a new binary predicate symbol. For every 0 < n ∈
N, let fn : 1, . . . , 2n → P(n) be an enumeration of the subsets of 1, 2, ..., n, such
that fn extends fm for every m ≤ n. Let Pn :=
⋃2n
k=1{k} × fn(k) ⊆ M
2, and
Nn := (M,Pn) be the L(P )−expansion of M , where P is interpreted by Pn.
Let N∗ = (M∗, P ∗) be a non-principal ultra-product of then Nm. Since M
is o-minimal, M∗ and each Nm are o-minimal, and N
∗ is locally o-minimal.
However, it is clear that N∗ is not o-minimal, and does have the Independence
Property. Moreover, if L is countable, then N∗ is ω-saturated, and therefore,
by the proof [DMS10, 1.17], N∗ does not have the Exchange Property.
The definitions and proof in [Mil96] work almost verbatim for locally o-
minimal structures. Hence, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.20. If K is a locally o-minimal structure, then it is either power-
bounded, or it is exponential (that is defines an exponential function). If K is
power bounded, then for every ultimately non-zero definable function f : K→ K
there exists c ∈ K∗ and r in the field of exponents of K, such that f ∼ cxr.
7 More results on definably complete structures
7.1 Functions
Let K be a definably complete. In this sub-section, we will prove that certain
subsets of Kn are meager. Thus, if K is Baire, those subsets cannot be all of Kn.
However, by inspecting the proofs, one will see that in some cases (marked by
(*)), we actually prove that those sets are pseudo-enumerable, and thus, even
without assuming that K is Baire, they cannot be all of Kn (see subsection 7.4).
Let f : A→ Kn be a definable function. For every s > 0, define
D(f, s) :=
{
x ∈ K : ∀t > 0,
f
(
A ∩B(x, t)
)
is not contained in any open ball of radius s
}
.(3)
Then, each D(f, s) is closed in A, and D(f), the set of discontinuity points of f ,
is equal to
⋃
sD(f, s), and, therefore, it is an Fσ subset of A.
Lemma 7.1 (*). Let f : K → K be definable and monotone. Then, D(f) is
meager.
Proof. If D(f) were not meager, then there would exists ε > 0 such that D(f, ε)
has non-empty interior; let (a, b) ⊆ D(f, ε), with a < b. W.l.o.g., f is increasing.
Define m := supt<b f(t) = limt→b− f(t) ∈ K. Let c ∈ (a, b) such that f(c) >
m− ε/2. Since f is monotone, and (a, b) ⊆ D(f, ε), there exists d ∈ (c, b) such
that f(d) ≥ f(c) + ε > m+ ε/2, contradicting the definition of m.
The open question is whether, with the same hypothesis as in the above
lemma, there exists a point x ∈ K such that f is differentiable at x.
(3)Note that there is a misprint in the definition of D(f, s) in [DMS10, 1.8].
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Lemma 7.2. Let f : Kn → Km be definable. If Γ(f) is an Fσ set, then D(f)
is meager.
Proof. If, for contradiction, D(f) is not meager, then, since it is an Fσ, it
contains a non-empty open box B. Therefore, w.l.o.g. we can assume that
D(f) = Kn. Let Γ(f) =
⋃
tX(t), where
(
X(t)
)
t∈K
is a definable increasing
family of d-compact sets. Let Y (t) := Πn+mn
(
X(t)
)
. Note that each Y (t) is
d-compact, and Kn =
⋃
t Y (t). Since K
n is Baire, there exists t0 such that
Y (t) contains a non-empty open box B′. Let B′′ ⊆ B′ be a closed box with
non-empty interior, and g := f ↾ B′′. Note that Γ(g) = X(t0) ∩ (B
′′ × Km);
therefore, Γ(g) is compact, and so g is continuous, contradicting the fact that
B′′ ⊆ D(f).
Lemma 7.3 (*). Let f : Kn → K be definable. Define Nf := {x ∈ Kn :
x is a strict local minimum for f}. Then, Nf is meager in Kn.
Proof. For every r > 0, let
N(r) := {x ∈ Kn : |x| ≤ r & x is a strict minimum for f in the ball B(x, 1/r)}.
Note that Nf =
⋃
rN(r). Moreover, each N(r) is closed and discrete, and hence
nowhere dense. Thus, Nf is meager.
Lemma 7.4 (*). Let f : Kn → K be definable. Define Mf := {x ∈ Kn :
x is a local minimum for f}. Then, f(Mf) is meager in K.
Proof. For every r > 0, let
M(r) := {x ∈ Kn : |x| ≤ r & x is a minimum for f in the ball B(x, 1/r)}.
Note that f(Mf) =
⋃
r f
(
M(r)
)
. Fix r > 0. It suffices to prove that Y :=
f
(
M(r)
)
is nowhere dense. We will prove the stronger statement that Y is
pseudo-finite. Assume, for contradiction, that Y has an accumulation point
y ∈ K. For every δ > 0, let U(δ) := f−1
(
B(y, δ) ∩ Y \ {y}
)
, that is: x ∈ U(δ)
iff f(x) ∈ B(y, δ), f(x) 6= y, |f(x)| ≤ r, and x is a minimum of f on B(x, 1/r).
Let C(δ) be the closure of U(δ) in Kn. Since each C(δ) is a non-empty
d-compact subset of B(0, r), the intersection of the C(δ) is non-empty; let x ∈⋂
δ C(δ). Let x1, x2 ∈ B(x, 1/(2r)) ∩ U(δ), such that f(x1) < f(x2) (they exist
by definitions). However, x1 ∈ B(x2, r), and x2 ∈ M(r); therefore, f(x1) ≥
f(x2), absurd.
Definition 7.5. A definable function f : X → Y is of first class if there exists
a function F : K×X → Y , such that, for every t ∈ K and x ∈ X ,
1. ft(x) := F (t, x) : X → Y is a continuous function of x,
2. limt→+∞ ft(x) = f(x);
that is, f is a point-wise limit of a definable family of continuous functions
(ft)t∈K.
Lemma 7.6. Let X be Baire, and f : X → Km be of first class. Then, D(f) is
meager (in X).
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Proof. Minor variation of [Oxt71, Thm. 7.3]. It suffices to show that, for every
ε > 0, Fε := {x ∈ X : ω(x) ≥ 5ε} is nowhere dense, where
ω(x) := lim
δ→0+
sup{|f(x′)− f(x′′)| : x′, x′′ ∈ B(x; δ)}.
Fix an open definable subset X ′ ⊆ X . For every i ∈ K, let
Ei :=
⋂
s,t≥i
{x ∈ X ′ : |fs(x)− ft(x)| ≤ ε}.
Then, (Ei)i∈K is an increasing family of closed subsets of X
′, and
⋃
iEi = X
′.
Since X is Baire and X ′ is open, X ′ is not meager in itself, and therefore Ei0
must have non-empty interior (in X ′), for some i0 ∈ K. Let V be a non-empty
open subset in Ei0 . We have |ft(x) − fs(x)| ≤ ε for all x ∈ V and s, t ≥ i0.
Putting t = i0 and letting s → ∞, it follows that |fi0(x) − f(x)| ≤ ε for all
x ∈ V . For all x0 ∈ B there exists a neighbourhood U(x0) ⊆ V , such that
|fi0(x) − fi0(x0)| ≤ ε for all x ∈ U(x0). Hence |f(x) − fi0(x0)| ≤ 2ε for all
x ∈ U(x0. Therefore ω(x0) ≤ 4ε, and so no point of V belongs to F . Thus,
every non-empty open set X ′ contains a non-empty open subset V disjoint
from F . This shows that F is nowhere dense.
7.2 Pseudo-enumerable sets
As usual, K will be a definably complete structure, expanding an ordered field.
Definition 7.7. N ⊂ K is a pseudo-N subset of K if it is a definable closed,
discrete and unbounded subset of K≥0.
There are 2 cases: either every closed, definable and discrete subset of K is
pseudo-finite (and hence K is a-minimal, and thus Baire), or not. Equivalently:
either K is a-minimal, or a pseudo-N set exists. Suppose we are in the second
case.
Definition 7.8. LetX ⊆ Kn be definable. We say thatX is pseudo-enumerable
if there exists N a pseudo-N subset of K, and a definable bijection f : N
∼
−→ X .
We say that X is at most pseudo-enumerable if X is either pseudo-finite or
pseudo-enumerable.
We say that
(
X(i)
)
i∈I
is a strongly uniform family of at most pseudo-
enumerable sets, if
(
X(i)
)
i∈I
is a definable family of subsets of Kn (for some n),
and there exist Y ⊂ K× Y definable, and F : Y → Kn definable, such that, for
every i ∈ I, F (Y[i]) = X(i), and Yi is a discrete definable closed subset of K≥0.
Note that we did not claim that 2 pseudo-enumerable sets are in a definable
bijection (we do not know whether this is true or not, but we conjecture it is
true).
Remark 7.9. Let X be at most pseudo-enumerable, and Y be a definable
subset of X . Then, Y is at most pseudo-enumerable. In particular, a definable
subset of a pseudo-N set is at most pseudo-enumerable.
Proof. Assume that Y is not pseudo-finite. Therefore, X is not pseudo-finite,
and hence it is pseudo-enumerable;
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IfX is a pseudo-N set, then Y is not bounded (otherwise, it would be pseudo-
finite), and hence it is a pseudo-N set, and in particular pseudo-enumerable.
Otherwise, let g : N → X bijection, where N is a pseudo-N subset of K.
Let h := g ↾ Y : Y → N , and N ′ := h(N) ⊆ N . Notice that h : Y → N ′ is a
bijection; therefore, N ′ is not pseudo-finite, and Y is pseudo-enumerable.
Remark 7.10. If X is at most pseudo-enumerable, and f : X → Km is defin-
able, then f(X) is at most pseudo-enumerable. In particular, the image of a
pseudo-N subset of K is either pseudo-finite, or pseudo-enumerable.
Proof. Assume that Y := f(X) is not pseudo-finite. Thus, X is not pseudo-
finite, and hence it is pseudo-enumerable; let g : N → X bijection, where N is
a pseudo-N subset of K. For every y ∈ Y , define
h(y) := min{i ∈ N : f(g(i)) = y},
and N ′ := h(N) ⊆ N . Notice that h : Y → N ′ is a bijection; therefore, N ′ is
not pseudo-finite. Thus, N ′ is a pseudo-N set, and h−1 : N ′ → Y is a bijection,
proving that Y is pseudo-enumerable.
Lemma 7.11. If X is at most pseudo-enumerable, then there exists Y ⊂ K≥0
definable, closed and discrete, and f : Y
∼
−→ X definable bijection.
Proof. If X is pseudo-enumerable, the above is true by definition. If X ⊂ Kn is
pseudo-finite, we proceed by induction on n.
If n = 1, Y = X satisfies the conclusion. If n = 2, w.l.o.g. we can assume
that X ⊂ [0, 1]2. Let X1 := Π21(X) ⊂ [0, 1], and d :=
1
2 min{x
′ − x : x < x′ ∈
X1} (or d := 1/2 if X1 has only one element). For every 〈x, y〉 ∈ X , define
g(x, y) := x+ dy. Then, g is injective, and Y := g(X) is a pseudo-finite subset
of K. Assume that we have already proved the conclusion for n ≥ 2, we prove
it for n+ 1. Let X1 := π(X), where π := Π
n+1
n . By inductive hypothesis, there
exists Y1 ⊂ K pseudo-finite, and g1 : X1
∼
−→ Y1 definable bijection. For every
〈x¯, y〉 ∈ X , let f(x¯, y) := 〈g1(x¯), y〉, f : X → K2, and X ′ := f(X). Then, f is
injective, and, by the case n = 2, we can conclude.
Remark 7.12. The union of 2 at most pseudo-enumerable sets is pseudo-
enumerable.
Proof. Let X1 and X2 be at most pseudo-enumerable. We want to prove that
X1 ∪ X2 is at most pseudo-enumerable. W.l.o.g., X1 and X2 are disjoint. If
both X1 and X2 are pseudo-finite, then we are done. Otherwise, w.l.o.g. X2
is pseudo-enumerable. By Lemma 7.11, there exist Ni closed, definable, and
discrete subsets of K≥0, and fi : Ni
∼
−→ Xi definable bijections, i = 1, 2.
For every i ∈ Nk, let sk(i) := min{i′ ∈ Nk : i′ > i} be the successor of i in
Nk (or s1(m) = m+ 1 if m = max(S1)), k = 1, 2. Define f : X1 ∪X2 → K as:
f(x) :=


f2(x) if x ∈ X2;
f1(x) if x ∈ X1 & f1(x) /∈ N2;
1
2
(
f1(x) + min
(
s1(f1(x)), s2(f1(x))
))
if x ∈ X1 & f1(x) ∈ N2.
Then, f is injective, and f(X1 ∪X2) is a pseudo-N subset of K.
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Lemma 7.13. 1. The product of 2 pseudo-enumerable sets is pseudo-enumerable.
2. The product of 2 at most pseudo-enumerable sets is at most pseudo-enumerable.
Proof. It suffices to prove that if X and Y are at most pseudo-enumerable, then
Z := X × Y is at most pseudo-enumerable. If X and Y are both pseudo-finite,
then Z is also pseudo-finite, and we are done. By Lemma 7.11 and the above
Remark, w.l.o.g. X = Y is a pseudo-N subset of K, and X > 1. By applying
the above remark again to X × {0} and Y × {1}, w.l.o.g. X and Y are disjoint
subsets of a pseudo-N subset N of K, and N > 1.
For every i ∈ N , let s(i) := min{i′ ∈ N : i′ > i} be the successor of i in N ,
and
d(i) := min{(s(i′)− i′) : i ≥ i′ ∈ N} > 0.
Define f : X × Y → K,
f(x, y) :=
{
x+ d(x)2x y if x > y;
y + d(y)2y x if x < y.
Notice that the definition is symmetric in X and Y (that is, if we exchange the
rôles of X and Y , f remains the same).
Claim 10. f is injective.
Assume not. Let 〈x, y〉 6= 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ X×X , such that f(x, y) = f(x′, y′). Let
a := max(x, y), b := min(x, y), a′ := max(x′, y′), and b′ := min(x′, y′). Then,
f(x, y) = a+ d(a)2a b, and similarly for f(x
′, y′). Hence,
a+
d(a)
2a
b = a′ +
d(a′)
2a′
b′.
W.l.o.g., a′ ≥ a. If a′ = a, then b = b′; since X and Y are disjoint, this implies
that 〈x, y〉 = 〈x′, y′〉, a contradiction. Otherwise, a′ > a, and
d(a)/2 < a′ − a =
d(a)
2a
b−
d(a′)
2a′
b′ ≤ d(a)/2,
absurd, proving the claim.
Claim 11. f(Z) is pseudo-N.
Since X and Y are not pseudo-finite, it suffices to show that f(Z) is closed
and discrete. Both closedness and discretedness follow if we show that, for every
r > 0, f(Z)∩ [0, r] is pseudo-finite. However, f(x, y) > max(x, y), and therefore
f−1([0, r]) ⊆
(
X ∩ [0, r]
)
×
(
Y ∩ [0, r]
)
, and the latter is pseudo-finite.
Lemma 7.14. The union of an at most pseudo-enumerable strongly uniform
family of at most pseudo-enumerable sets is at most pseudo-enumerable.
Proof. Let
(
X(i)
)
i∈N
be a pseudo-enumerable uniform family of at most pseudo-
enumerable subsets of Kn, and Z :=
⋃
i∈N X(i). If K is a-minimal, then Z is
pseudo-finite. Otherwise, w.l.o.g. N is a pseudo-N subset of K. Let Y ⊂ K×N
and F : Y → Kn be definable, such that, for every i ∈ N , F (Y[i]) = X(i),
and Yi is a discrete definable closed subset of K≥0. For every i, j ∈ N , let
Y (i, j) := Yi ∩B(0; j). Notice that Y (i, j) is pseudo-finite for every i, j, and
Z =
⋃
〈i,j〉∈N2
F (Y (i, j)× {i}).
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Since N2 is pseudo-enumerable, by changing the family, w.l.o.g. we can assume
that each X(i) is pseudo-finite. Moreover, w.l.o.g. each X(i) is of the form
Y (i) × {i}, where Y (i) is a pseudo-finite subset of K≥0. As usual, for every
i ∈ N , let s(i) be the successor of i in N . Define d(i) := s(i)− i, and Moreover,
let u(i) := max(Y (i)). Define g : Z → K,
g(y, i) = i+
d(i)
2u(i)
y.
Then, g is injective, and g(Z) is a closed discrete subset of K≥0.
Lemma 7.15. Let D ⊆ Kn be pseudo-finite. Then, there exists C ⊆ K pseudo-
finite, and a definable bijection f : D
∼
−→ C. Moreover, C and f can be defined
uniformly from C: that is, if
(
Di
)
i ∈ I is a definable family of pseudo-finite
subsets of Kn, then there exists C ⊂ Kn × I and f : D → C definable and
injective, such that, for every i ∈ I, f(C[i]) = D[i]. Hence, every definable
family of pseudo-finite sets is uniform.
Proof. Induction on n. If n = 1, take D = C. If n = 2, let X := π(D)
and Y := θ(D), where π and θ are the projections onto the first and second
coordinates, respectively. W.l.o.g., 0 = minY ; let r := maxY . For every
x ∈ X , let s(x) be the successor of x in X (or x + 1 if x = maxX) and
d(x) := s(x)− x > 0.
Define f : D → K,
f(x, y) := x+
d(x)
2r
∗ y,
and C := f(D). It is cleat that f is injective, and, since D is pseudo-finite, C
is also pseudo-finite.
The case n > 2 follows easily by induction on n.
Missing: If K is saturated, every def. family of pseudo-enumerable sets is
uniform.
Lemma 7.16. Every definable discrete subset X of Kn is at most pseudo-
enumerable.
Proof. If Kn is a-minimal, then X is pseudo-finite. Otherwise, let N be a
pseudo-N subset of K. By Lemma 4.17, X is a union of a uniform increasing
family of pseudo-finite sets. As usual, X =
⋃
i∈N Y (i), where each Y (i) is
pseudo-finite. Hence, X is the union of a pseudo-enumerable uniform family of
pseudo-finite sets, and thus X is at most pseudo-enumerable.
Corollary 7.17. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable. Then, X is pseudo-enumerable iff
there exists D ⊂ Kn+1 closed and discrete, such that X = Πn+1n (X).
Proof. Assume X ⊆ Kn is pseudo-enumerable. Let N ⊂ K be a pseudo-N set,
and f : N → X be a definable bijection. Let D ⊂ Kn+1 be the graph of f .
Then, D is discrete and X = π(D).
Corollary 7.18. Let U ⊆ K be definable and open. Then, U is the union of an
at most pseudo-enumerable family of open intervals.
Proof. Let D be the set of centers of the connected components of U . Then,
D is discrete and definable, and hence at most pseudo-enumerable, and U is a
union of open intervals indexed by D.
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7.3 Uniform families
Proviso. In this subsection, we assume that K is definably complete and Baire.
We do not know if, in general, definable increasing union of Fσ (resp., mea-
ger) sets are Fσ (resp., meager). We will give some sufficient conditions for this
to be the case.
Remember that if we say that (Ai)i∈I is a definable family of subsets of Kn,
we mean that I is a definable subset of Km, for some m, and A :=
⋃
i∈I Ai×{i}
is a definable subset of Kn+m. Moreover, remember that A ⊂ Kn is an Fσ iff it
is the projection of some definable closed subset of Kn+1 [FS09].
Definition 7.19. Let (Ai)i∈I be a definable family of subsets of Kn. We say
that A is a uniform family of Fσ sets if there exists a definable set C ⊆
Kn+1 ×Km
′
, for some m′, such that:
• each fiber (Ct)t∈Km′ is closed;
• for each i ∈ I there exists t ∈ Km
′
such that Ai = Π
n+1
n (Ct).
Notice that in the above definition, up to taking a smaller definable family C′,
we can always impose the additional condition that, for each t ∈ Km
′
, either Ct
is empty, or Πn+1n (Ct) = Ai for some i ∈ I.
Definition 7.20. Let (Ai)i∈I be a definable family of subsets of Kn. We say
that
(
Ai
)
i∈I
is a strongly uniform family of Fσ sets if and there exist C ⊂
Kn+1 × I definable, and F : C → Kn definable, such that, for every i ∈ I,
F (C[i]) = Ai, and Ci is a closed subset of Kn+1..
Remark 7.21. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a definable family of subsets of Kn. Then,
A is a uniform family of Fσ sets iff there exists k,m′ ∈ N and D ⊆ Kn+k×Km
′
,
such that:
• each fiber (Dt)t∈Km′ is closed;
• for each i ∈ I there exists t ∈ Km
′
such that Ai = Π
n+k
n (Dt).
Proof. The “only if” direction is obvious. For the “if” direction, let (Dt)t∈Km′
as in the Remark. For each t ∈ Km
′
, define
Ct :=
⋃
0<r∈K
Πn+kn
(
Dt ∩B(0; r)
)
× {r}.
Given X ⊆ Kn definable, and K′  K, denote by X(K′) the interpretation in
K′ of (the formula defining) X ; similarly, we denote A(K′) :=
(
Ai(K′)
)
i∈I(K′)
.
Lemma 7.22. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a definable family of subsets of Kn. T.f.a.e.:
1. A is a uniform family of Fσ sets;
2. for every K′  K, and for each i ∈ I(K′), Ai(K′) is an Fσ set;
3. there exists K′  K such that K′ is ω-saturated, and for each i ∈ I(K′),
Ai(K′) is an Fσ set.
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Proof. Standard compactness argument. For instance, let us show that not (1)
implies not (3). Assume that A is not a uniform family of Fσ sets. Let Ψ be
the set of formulae ψ(x, y) (without parameters), where x and y are of length
n+1 and m′ respectively (m′ varies), such that, for every c ∈ Km
′
, ψ(Kn+1, c) is
closed. By hypothesis, for every φ ∈ Ψ, there exists i ∈ I such that, for every c,
Ai 6= Πn+1n
(
φ(Kn+1, c)
)
. The above condition determine a partial type q(i),
with a finite number of parameters (that is, the parameters used to define A).
Let K′ ≻ K be ω-saturated, and let i0 ∈ I(K′) satisfying q; we claim that
Ai0(K
′) is not an Fσ. If, for contradiction, Ai0 (K
′) were an Fσ, there would
exists a definable closed set C ⊂ Kn+1 such that Ai0(K
′) = Πn+1n (C). Let
c ∈ K′m
′
and φ0(x, c) be the formula defining C. Define J := {y ∈ Km
′
:
φ0(Kn+1, y) is closed}, and φ(x, y) ≡
(
φ0(x, y) & y ∈ J
)
. Then, φ ∈ Ψ, but
Ai0(K
′) = Πn+1n
(
φ(Kn+1, c)
)
, a contradiction.
Lemma 7.23. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a family of subsets of Kn, definable with
parameters a¯. Then, t.f.a.e.:
1. A is a strongly uniform family of Fσ sets;
2. There exits K′  K such that K′ is ω-saturated and, for every i ∈ I(K′),
there exists Ci ⊆ Kn+1 which is closed and definable with parameters a¯i,
and such that Πn+1n (Ci) = Ai;
3. For every K′  K and for every i ∈ I(K′), there exists Ci ⊆ Kn+1 which
is closed and definable with parameters a¯i, and such that Πn+1n (Ci) = Ai.
Example 7.24. Let K be a-minimal. Then, every definable family (Ai)i∈I of
Fσ subsets of Kn is strongly uniform.
Proof. Since each Fσ set X is a union of at most n + 1 locally closed sets
X0, . . . , Xn, and each Xi is definable in a uniform way from X , w.l.o.g. we can
assume that each Ai is locally closed. For each x ∈ Ai, let
ri(x) := sup{s ∈ K
>0 : Ai ∩B(x; s) is compact},
and Ui :=
⋃
x∈Ai
B(x; ri(x)/2). Notice that each Ui is open, and Ai is closed
in Ui. For each i ∈ I and r ∈ K>0, define
C(i, r) := Ai ∩ {x ∈ Ui : d(x, U
∁
i ) ≥ r}.
Notice that each C(i, r) is closed, and Ai :=
⋃
r>0C(i, r). Finally, let D(i) :=⋃
r>0 C(i, r)× {r}. Each D(i) is closed, and Ai = Π
n+1
n D(i).
Lemma 7.25. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a strongly uniform family of Fσ sets, and
assume that either I is at most pseudo-enumerable, or that A is increasing.
Then, D :=
⋃
i∈I Ai is Fσ.
Proof. We distinguish 2 cases: either K is a-minimal, or not. If K is a-minimal,
the conclusion follows from Lemma 5.7 and Cor. 5.4.
Otherwise, let J be a pseudo-N subset of K. For every i ∈ I and r ∈ K>0,
let E(i, r) := {x ∈ Ci : |x| ≤ r}. Notice that each E(i, r) is compact, and
that Ai =
⋃
r θ(E(i, r)), where θ := Π
n+1+m′
n . Then, D =
⋃
〈i,j〉∈I×J θ
(
E(i, j)
)
.
Since I × J is pseudo-enumerable, and each θ
(
E(i, j)
)
is compact, D is an Fσ
set.
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Remember that an Fσ is meager iff it has empty interior.
Definition 7.26. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a definable family of subsets of Kn, and
π := Πn+1n .
• A is a uniform family of meager sets, if there exists a definable family
(Ct)t∈Km of closed subsets of Kn+1, such that
1. for every t ∈ Km, π(Ct) has empty interior;
2. and for every i ∈ I there exists t ∈ Km such that Ai ⊆ π(Ct).
• A is a strongly uniform family of meager sets, if there exists a definable
family (Ci)i∈I of closed subsets of Kn+1, such that, for every i ∈ I, π(Ci)
has empty interior, and Ai ⊆ π(Ci).
• A is a uniform family of a.o. sets, if there exists a definable family
(Ct)t∈Km of closed subsets of Kn+1, and a definable family (Us)s∈Kl of
open subsets of Kn, such that
1. for every t ∈ Km, π(Ct) has empty interior;
2. and for every i ∈ I there exists t ∈ Km and s ∈ Kl, such that
Ai ∆ Us ⊆ π(Ct).
• A is a strongly uniform family of a.o. sets, if there exists a definable
family (Ui)i∈I of open subsets of Kn, and a definable family (Ci)i∈I of
closed subsets ofKn+1, such that, for every i ∈ I, π(Ci) has empty interior,
and Ai∆Ui ⊆ π(Ci).
Question 7.27. Are uniform family of Fσ sets (resp. meager, resp. a.o. sets)
strongly uniform?
If K has definable choice, the answer is positive.
Reasoning as for the Fσ case, we can prove the following results:
Lemma 7.28. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a definable family of subsets of Kn. T.f.a.e.:
1. A is a uniform family of meager (resp., a.o.) sets;
2. for every K′  K, and for each i ∈ I(K′), Ai(K′) is a meager (resp., a.o.)
set;
3. there exists K′  K such that K′ is ω-saturated, and for each i ∈ I(K′),
Ai(K′) is a meager (resp., a.o.) set.
Proof. Let us prove (3 ⇒ 1) for meager sets. Assume not. By adding a finite
number of constants to the language if necessary, we can assume that either K is
a-minimal, or there exists N pseudo-N subset of K definable without parameters.
Let Ψ be the set of formulae (without parameters) φ(x¯, y¯), such that, for every
y¯, φ(K, y¯) is a closed subset of Kn+1, and π(φ(K, y)) has empty interior, where
π := Πn+1n . By hypothesis, for every φ ∈ Φ, there exists i ∈ I, such that, for
every c¯, Ai * π(φ(Kn, c¯)) Let q(i) be the partial type {∀c¯ Ai * π(φ(Kn, c¯)) :
phi ∈ Φ}. q has a finite number of parameters (the parameters used in the
definition of A), and is consistent; therefore, q has a realization i0 in K′. Since
Ai0 is an Fσ, there exists D ⊆ K
′n+1 closed and definable with parameters c¯,
such that A(i0) ⊆ π(D), and int
(
π(D)
)
= ∅. Hence, D = φ(K, c¯) for some
φ ∈ Φ, contradiction.
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Example 7.29. Let K be a-minimal. Then, every definable family of meager
(resp., a.o.) sets is strongly uniform.
Lemma 7.30. Let A := (Ai)i∈I be a strongly uniform family of meager sets
(resp., a.o.), and assume that either I is at most pseudo-enumerable, or that A
is increasing. Then, D :=
⋃
i∈I Ai is meager (resp., a.o.).
Proof. If K is a-minimal, use Lemma 5.9. Otherwise, it suffices to treat the case
when I is pseudo-enumerable, and w.l.o.g. we can reduce to the case when I is
a pseudo-N subset of K.
If A is a strongly uniform family of meager set, Let (Ci)i∈I be a definable
family of closed subsets of Kn+1, such that, for everyi ∈ I, Ai ⊆ π(Ci), and
π(Ci) has empty interior, where π := Π
n+1
n . Then,
D ⊆
⋃
i∈I
π(Ci) =
⋃
(i,j)∈I×J
Πn+1n (Ci ∩B(0; j)),
and the latter is the union of a pseudo-enumerable family of nowhere dense sets.
If A is a strongly uniform family of a.o. sets, let (Ui)i∈I be a definable family
of open sets, such that (Ai∆Ui)i∈I is a strongly uniform family of meager sets.
Let V :=
⋃
i∈I Ui. Notice that
D∆V = (
⋃
i
Ai)∆(
⋃
j
Uj) ⊆
⋃
i
(Ai∆Ui),
and, by the previous point, the latter is a meager set.
Corollary 7.31. Assume that either K be ω-saturated and has definable choice.
or K is a-minimal. Let (Ai)i∈I be a definable family. Assume that either I is
at most pseudo-enumerable, or that or (Ai)i∈I is increasing. Assume moreover
that each Ai is an Fσ (resp., meager, resp. a.o.). Then,
⋃
i∈I Ai is an Fσ
(resp., meager, resp. a.o.).
Proof. The hypothesis on K implies that definable families of Fσ (resp., meager,
resp. a.o.) sets are strongly uniform.
7.4 Is every definably complete structure Baire?
We are not able to answer the above question, even if we conjecture that the
answer is positive.
However, we shall give a partial results, where we prove that a strong failure
of the Baire property is not possible in a definably complete structure.
Note that if K is pseudo-enumerable, then K is not Baire.
Theorem 7.32. K is not pseudo-enumerable.
The proof can be understood better if one considers the case when K = R,
and considers it as a proof of the fact that R is not countable.
We need some preliminary results and definitions.
For every I = (a, b) ⊆ (0, 1) open interval, and 0 < λ < 1/2, define |I| :=
b − a, and Cλ(I) := [a + λ(b − a), b − λ(b − a)]. Note that Cλ(I) is a closed
subset of I, and that |Cλ(I)| = (1 − 2λ)|I| > 0.
Fix such an open interval I, and let J ⊆ I be a closed interval, and 0 < d < 1,
such that |J | ≥ d|I|. Let x ∈ I, and consider the two intervals I ′1 := (a, x) and
I ′2 := (x, b).
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Remark 7.33. There exists k ∈ {1, 2} such that
|Cλ(I ′k) ∩ J |
|I ′k|
≥ (d− 2λ).
Proof. Let call the elements of J “good points”. The fraction of good points in
I is at least d. Hence, for at least one k, the fraction of good points in I ′k is at
least d. Only a fraction of 2λ points are not in Cλ(I
′
k), and therefore at lest a
fraction of d− 2λ points are good and in Cλ(I
′
k).
Now, suppose, for contradiction, that K is pseudo-enumerable. Hence, X :=
[0, 1] is also pseudo-enumerable; let N be a pseudo-N subset of K, and f : N →
X be a definable surjective function. W.l.o.g., 1 is the minimum of N . We
denote by xn := f(n), for every n ∈ N .
For every n ∈ N , let s(n) be the successor of n in N .
Note that N must be unbounded (otherwise, it would be pseudo-finite). Let
φ : K≥0 → (0, 1] be an order-reversing homeomorphism, and D := φ(N); denote
by dn := φ(n). Let λ1 := (1 − d1)/4, and, for every n ∈ N , let λs(n) :=
(dn − ds(n))/4 > 0.
For every n ∈ N , let N≤n := {n′ ∈ N : n′ ≤ n}. Let X(n) := f(N≤n). Note
that Xs(n) = X(n) ∪ {xs(n)}. Note also that Nn is pseudo-finite, and thus X is
also pseudo-finite. Let U(n) := X \X(n): note that U(n) is open, and, since
X(n) is pseudo-finite, U(n) is a pseudo-finite union of disjoint open intervals:
U(n) =
⊔
i∈A(n)
Ii,n,
where each Ii,n is a non-empty open interval, and A(n) is pseudo-finite. Define
F (n) :=
⋃
i∈A(n)
Cλn(Ii,n).
F (n) is a pseudo-finite union of closed intervals, and therefore it is definable
and closed.
We claim that F :=
⋂
n F (n) 6= ∅. If it is so, since F (n) ⊂ U(n), we have
that X 6=
⋃
nX(n), and we have a contradiction.
For every n ∈ N , let G(n) :=
⋂
m≤n F (m). Note that G(n) is a definable
decreasing family of d-compact sets, and that F =
⋂
nG(n). Thus, to prove that
F is non-empty, it suffices to prove that each G(n) is non-empty. We shall prove
this by induction on n; however, we will need to prove a stronger statement.
Lemma 7.34. For each n ∈ N ,
1. G(n) is a pseudo-finite union of disjoint closed intervals, with non-empty
interior, (Jn,j)j∈B(n);
2. the intervals Jn,j are the definably connected components of G(n);
3. each Jn,j is contained in a unique open interval In,i, where i = in,j depends
in a definable way from (n, j);
4. there exists at least one j ∈ B(n) such that
|Jn,j |
|In,in,j |
≥ dn.
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Note that the lemma implies that each G(n) is non-empty.
Proof. If n = 1, then, by definition, A(1) = B(1), and every interval J1,i satisfies
J1,i = Cλ1(I1,i1,j ), and |J1,j | = (1− 2λ1)|I|1,i1,j .
Suppose that the statement is true for n; we want to prove it for s(n). Let
x := xs(n), λ := λs(n), and let J := Jn,j and (a, b) := I := In,in,j be the intervals
satisfying the condition for n. If x /∈ I, then, since ds(n) < dn, the same J and
I satisfy the condition for n+ 1.
If instead x ∈ I, let I ′1 := (a, x) and I
′
2 := (x, b). Note that I is substituted
by the pair (I ′1, I
′
2) in the expression of Us(n) as disjoint union of open intervals.
Let L′k := Cλ(I
′
k), k = 1, 2. By Remark 7.33, at least one of the L
′
k satisfies
|L′k ∩ J |
|I ′k|
≥ dn − 2λ > dn+1.
Since J ′k := L
′
k ∩ J , k = 1, 2, are definably connected components of G(n+ 1),
we are done.
Lemma 7.35. Assume that K is not Baire (but it is still definably complete and
expands a field). Then, there exists a dense pseudo-enumerable subset Q ⊂ K.
Note that, by the previous theorem, Q has empty interior.
Proof. K is not a-minimal, and therefore there exists D pseudo-N subset of K.
Let
(
X(n)
)
n∈D
be a definable increasing family of d-compact nowhere-dense
subsets of [0, 1], such that [0, 1] =
⋃
n∈DX(n). For every n ∈ D, let Y (n) ⊆
X(n) be the set of isolated points of X(n), and Z(n) ⊂ [0, 1] be the set of centres
of the definable connected components of [0, 1] \ X(n). Note that both Y (n)
and Z(n) are discrete; thus, Y (n) and Z(n) are (at most) pseudo-enumerable.
Let Q′ :=
⋃
n∈D
(
Z(n) ∪ Y (n)
)
. Since Q′ is the union of a pseudo-enumerable
family of pseudo-enumerable sets, Q′ is pseudo-enumerable. Moreover, Q′ is
dense in [0, 1]. Using Q′, it is trivial to obtain Q ⊆ K pseudo-enumerable and
dense in K.
Corollary 7.36. If K is not Baire, then, for every n ∈ N, Kn has a pseudo-
enumerable basis of open sets.
Proof. Let I be a pseudo-N subset of K, such that 0 /∈ I, and (xi)i∈I be a
dense pseudo-enumerable subset of Kn. Then, {B(xi; 1/i) : i ∈ I} is a pseudo-
enumerable basis of open sets for Kn.
7.5 Fixed point theorems
Lemma 7.37 (Banach fixed point theorem). Let X ⊆ Kn be a definable non-
empty closed set, and f : X → X be a definable map. Assume that:
1. either X is d-compact, and, for every x 6= y ∈ X, |f(x)− f(y)| < |x− y|;
2. or there exists C ∈ K such that 0 ≤ C < 1 and, for every x, y ∈ Y ,
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ C|x − y|. Then, f has a unique fixed point.
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Proof. (1) Let g : X → K, g(x) := |x − f(x)|, and let d := min(g). If f has no
fixed point, then d > 0; let x1 ∈ X such that g(x1) = d, and x2 := f(x1). Then,
|f(x2)− x2| < |x2 − x1| = c, absurd.
(2) Choose x1 ∈ X ; let x2 := f(x1), r0 := |x1 − x1|, r := r0/(1 − c), and
Y := X ∩B(x0, r). Then, Y is d-compact and f(Y ) ⊆ Y . Hence, by (1), f has
a fixed point in Y .
Conjecture 7.38. Brower fixed point theorem. Kakutani fixed point theorem.
7.6 Baire structures
Let K be definably complete and Baire.
If X and Y are subsets of Kn, then X − Y := {x− y : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }.
Lemma 7.39 (Pettis’ Theorem). Let A ⊆ Kn be definable and a.o.. If A is
non-meager, then A−A contains a non-empty open neighbourhood of 0. If K is
i-minimal with DSF (see §8) and A−A is non-meager, then A is non-meager.
Proof. Minor variation of [Oxt71, Thm. 4.8]. Let A = U ∆ P , where U is open
and definable, and G is meager. A is non-meager iff U is non-empty. If A is
non-meager, let B ⊆ U be a non-empty open ball, of radius δ > 0. For any
x ∈ Kn, we have
(x+A) ∩ A =
(
(x+ U) ∆ (x + P )
)
∩ (U ∆ P ) =(
(x+U)∩U
)
∆
(
(x+U)∩P
)
∆
(
(x+P )∩U
)
∆
(
(x+P )∩P
)
⊇ [(x+B)∩B]−[P∪(x+P )].
If |x| < δ, the right member represents a non-empty open set, minus a meager
set; it is therefore non-empty. Thus, for every x ∈ B(0; δ), (x + A) ∩ A is
non-empty, and therefore x ∈ A−A.
Conversely, if A − A is non-meager, then, by Thm. 8.4, dim(A − A) = 1;
therefore, by Lemma 9.5, dimA = 0, and thus A is meager.
Define F : K4 → K as F (x1, x2, y1, y2) := (x1− x2)/(y1− y2) if y1 6= y2, and
0 otherwise.
Corollary 7.40. Let A ⊆ K be definable and a.o.. If A is non-meager, then
F (A4) = K. If K is i-minimal with DSF (see §8) and F (A4) is non-meager,
then A is non-meager.
Proof. If A is non-meager, then A − A contains an open neighbourhood of 0,
and therefore F (A4) = K. The converse is proved as in the previous lemma.
8 I-minimal and constructible structures
As usual, K is a definably complete structure, expanding a field.
8.1 I-minimal structures
Definition 8.1. K is i-minimal if, for every unary definable set X , if X has
empty interior, then X is nowhere dense.
See also [Mil05] for the case when K is an expansion of R.
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Lemma 8.2. If K is i-minimal, then it is Baire
Proof. By Lemma 7.35, if K were not Baire, it would contain a definable dense
and co-dense subset Q. However, Q would have empty interior, but it would
not be nowhere dense.
Examples 8.3. If K is locally o-minimal, then it is i-minimal (trivial).
If K is d-minimal, then it is i-minimal. In fact, by definition of d-minimality
if X ⊆ K is definable and with empty interior, then X is a finite union of
discrete setsX1, . . . , Xn. Every discrete subset of a definably complete structure
is nowhere dense. Thus, X is a finite union of nowhere dense sets, and thus it
is nowhere dense.
Theorem 8.4. The following are equivalent:
1. K is i-minimal;
2. for every n ∈ N, if X is a definable subset of Kn with empty interior, then
X is nowhere dense;
3. for every definable set X, bd(X) has empty interior;
4. for every definable X ⊆ K, dimX = dimX;
5. for every definable X, dimX = dimX;
6. if U ⊆ Kn is definable and open, and f : U → K is definable, then D(f)
is nowhere dense;
7. for every n,m ∈ N, if A ⊆ Kn+m is definable, then Bn(A) is nowhere
dense, where
Bn(A) := {x ∈ K
n : cl(A)x \ cl(Ax) 6= ∅}.
8. for every n,m ∈ N, if A ⊆ Kn+m is definable, then the set
{x ∈ Kn : (∂A)x 6= ∂(Ax)}
is nowhere dense;
9. K is Baire, and, for every definable X ⊆ K, either X has interior, or it
is meager;
10. K is Baire, and every definable set either has interior, or it is meager;
11. for all definable A,B ⊆ K, dim(A ∪B) = max{dimA, dimB};
12. for all definable A,B ⊆ Kn, dim(A ∪B) = max{dimA, dimB};
13. for all definable A ⊆ Kn, if dimA = d, then {x ∈ Kd : dimAx > 0} is
nowhere dense;
14. let d, k,m, n ∈ N, with k ≤ n and d ≤ m; let A ⊆ Kn+m be definable, and
dimA ≤ d+ k; define C := {x ∈ Kn : dimAx ≥ d}; then, dim(C) ≤ k;
15. any pseudo-enumerable union of subsets of K with empty interior has
empty interior;
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16. for every d ≤ n ∈ N, any pseudo-enumerable union of subsets of Kn of
dimension less or equal to d has dimension less or equal to d;
Moreover, if K is i-minimal, then:
I every meager set is nowhere dense;
II for every d ≤ n ∈ N, any increasing definable union of subsets of Kn of
dimension less or equal to d has dimension less or equal to d;
III if U ⊆ K is open and definable, and f : U → K is definable, then there
exists D ⊆ K definable, closed and with empty interior, such that, for every
definably connected component I of U \D, f ↾ I is continuous, and either
constant or strictly monotone;
IV if U ⊆ Kn is open and definable, and f : U → K is definable, then there
exists D ⊆ K definable, closed and with empty interior, such that the re-
striction f ↾ U \D is continuous.
The proof is postponed to Section 8.3; cf. [Mil05, Main Lemma].
Example 8.5. Let (M ′,M) be o-minimal structures (expanding a field), such
that M is an elementary substructure of M ′ and it is dense in M ′. Thus, the
structure N := (M,M ′) has o-minimal open core. Therefore, if X ⊆ N is
meager, then X is nowhere dense. However, N is not i-minimal, because M is a
definable dense subset of N such that M = N (thus, clause I in Thm. 8.4 does
not imply i-minimality).
Lemma 8.6. K is locally o-minimal iff it is a-minimal and i-minimal.
Proof. The “only if” direction is clear. Let us prove the “if” direction. Let
X ⊆ K be definable and with empty interior. By i-minimality, X is nowhere
dense. By a-minimality, X is pseudo-finite. Thus, K is locally o-minimal.
Corollary 8.7. Assume that K is i-minimal. Then, K is o-minimal iff every
definable discrete set is finite.
Lemma 8.8. The following are equivalent:
1. K is locally o-minimal;
2. for every X ⊆ K definable and non-empty dim(∂X) < dimX;
3. for every X ⊆ Kn definable and non-empty dim(∂X) < dimX.
Proof. (3⇒ 2) is obvious.
(2 ⇒ 1). First, let us prove that K is a-minimal. Let X ⊆ [0, 1) definable,
discrete and closed in [0, 1). We have to prove that X is pseudo-finite. If not,
1 is an accumulation point for X . Thus, ∂X = {1}, and therefore dim(∂X) =
dimX = 0, absurd.
Then, we prove thatX is locally o-minimal. It suffices to prove that ifX ⊆ K
has dimension 0, then it is pseudo-finite. Since dimX = 0, ∂X is empty, and
therefore X is closed; thus, X is nowhere dense, and hence, by a-minimality, X
is pseudo-finite.
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(1 ⇒ 2) is obvious, because, if A ⊆ K is definable, then, if dimA = 0, then
A is pseudo-finite, and hence closed, and hence ∂A = ∅; if instead dimA = 1,
then ∂A has empty interior, and thus dim(∂A) ≤ 0.
(1 ⇒ 3). Let A ⊆ Kn be definable, with dimA = d ≥ 0. We have to prove
that dim(∂A) < d. If n = 1, we have already proved it above. We proceed
by induction on n: we assume we have proved the conclusion for every n′ < n,
and we want to prove it for n. If d = n, then ∂A has empty interior, and thus
dim(∂A) < n, and we are done. Thus, we can assume 0 ≤ d < n. Assume,
for contradiction, that dim(∂A) ≥ d. W.l.o.g., U := Πnd (∂A) has non-empty
interior. Since K is i-minimal, the set
{u ∈ Kd : (∂A)u 6= ∂(Au)}
is nowhere dense; thus, there exists V ⊆ U open, definable and non-empty, such
that, for every v ∈ V , (∂A)u = ∂(Au). By i-minimality, and since dimA = d,
dim(Au) = 0 outside a nowhere dense set; thus, after shrinking V , we can
assume that dim(Au) = 0 for every u ∈ V . Thus, by the inductive hypothesis,
∂(Au) is empty for every u ∈ V , contradicting the fact that V ⊆ Πnd (∂A).
Since there do exists i-minimal structures that are not locally o-minimal
(e.g., d-minimal not o-minimal expansions of the real field), we have that for
some i-minimal structure there is some definable non-empty set X such that
dim(∂X) = dimX (notice that if K is i-minimal, then dim(∂X) ≤ dimX ,
because dimX = dim(X) = max{dim(X), dim(∂X)}).
Proviso. For the remainder of this subsection, we will assume that K is i-min-
imal.
Lemma 8.9. Let f : U → K be definable, where U ⊆ Kn is open and definable.
Then, for every p ∈ N, there exists D ⊂ U closed, definable and nowhere dense,
such that f is Cp on U \D.
Proof. If p = 0, we have already proved it in Thm. 8.4(IV). If one proves the
case p = 1, then an easy induction on p proves the conclusion for every p.
The case n = 1 can be done as for o-minimal structures [vdD98b, Proposi-
tion 7.2.5].
The case n > 1 can be done as in [Mil05, Thm. 3.3] (note that Miller uses
instead Lebesgue differentiability theorem for the case n = 1).
Lemma 8.10. Let d ≤ n, A ⊆ Kn be definable, π := Πnd , and
Z := Z(A) := {a ∈ A : ∃U neighbourhood of A : π(A ∩ U) is nowhere dense}.
Then, Z is a definable open subset of A, and π(Z(A)) is nowhere dense.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 4.24.
Definition 8.11. We define Π-good sets as in [Mil05, §7]. That is, we say that
a definable set A ⊆ Kn+m is π-good (where π := Πn+mm ) if:
• dimA = m;
• πA is open;
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• π(A ∩ U) has interior for every a ∈ A and open neighbourhood U of a;
• for all x ∈ πA, dim(Ax) = 0 and cl(Ax) = cl(A)x.
More generally, A is µ-good (where µ is a projection from Kn+m to an m-
dimensional coordinate space) if there is a permutation of coordinates σ such
that µ = π ◦ σ, and σA is π-good. Finally, A is Π-good, if it is µ-good for some
µ as above.
Lemma 8.12 (Partition Lemma). Let A be a finite collection of definable sub-
sets of Kn. Then, there exists a Π-good partition of Kn compatible with A.
Proof. The proof proceeds as in [Mil05, §7, Partition Lemma], using the previous
lemma.
Lemma 8.13. Let A ⊆ Kn+m be definable. Then,
1. {x ∈ Km : lc(Ax) 6= (lcA)x} is nowhere dense;
2. for each k ∈ N, {x ∈ Km : (A(k))x 6= (Ax)(k)} is nowhere dense;
3. if {x ∈ Km : lc(Ax) 6= ∅} is somewhere dense, then lc(A) 6= ∅.
Proof. The same as [Mil05, Lemma 8.1].
8.2 Constructible structures
Definition 8.14. K is and constructible structure if, for every K′ ≡ K, every
0-dimensional set definable in K′ is constructible. T is an constructible theory
if every model of T is constructible.
Theorem 8.15. The following are equivalent:
1. K is constructible;
2. for every ∅-definable A ⊆ Kn+m there exits N ∈ N such that for all x ∈
Km, if dimAx = 0, then (Ax)(N) = ∅;
3. every ∅-definable set is a finite union of ∅-definable locally closed sets;
4. every definable set is constructible;
5. every definable subset of Kn is a finite union of sets of the form
{x ∈ Km : f(b, x) = 0 & g(b, x) = 0},
where f and g are ∅-definable and continuous, and b ∈ Km.
Moreover, if K is constructible, then it is i-minimal.
Proof. The equivalence of the first 4 points is proved in the same way as [Mil05,
Thm. 3.2], using Lemma 8.13. (5 ⇒ 4) is obvious. (4 ⇒ 5) is proved in the
same way as [vdD98a, Lemma 2.10]. The “moreover” clause follows from the
fact that a constructible set with empty interior is nowhere dense.
Remark 8.16. I-minimality is not equivalent to constructibility. In fact, it is
not difficult to build an ultra-product of constructible structures which is not
constructible.
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[Pil87], extending the work in [Rob74], studies topological structures M
satisfying a weaker version of constructibility; that is, Pillay’s condition (A)
asks that every definable subset of M is constructible. In this context, he
defines the dimension rank of closed definable subsets of M , which we will
denote by rkP , in the following way:
1. If X is non-empty, then rkP (X) ≥ 0.
2. rkP (X) ≥ λ iff rkP (X) ≥ α for all α < λ, where λ is limit.
3. rkP (X) ≥ α + 1 iff X contains subset Y which is closed, nowhere dense
(in X), and with rkP (Y ) ≥ α.
Notice that rkP might depend on the ambient space M .
LetM be a Hausdorff topological structure, such that everyM ′ elementarily
equivalent to M satisfies condition (A) (e.g., M is constructible), and X ⊆ M
be definable and closed.
Lemma 8.17 (Pillay). 1. rkP (X) = 0 iff X is discrete and non-empty;
2. Y ⊆ X ⇒ rkP (Y ) ≤ rkP (X);
3. If X = X1∪ . . . Xn, where the Xi are closed and definable, then rk
P (X) =
max1≤i≤n rk
P (Xi).
Lemma 8.18 (Pillay). T.f.a.e.:
1. rkP (X) =∞;
2. there is a decreasing sequence (Xi)i<ω of definable closed subsets of X,
such that Xi+1 is definable, closed, and nowhere dense in Xi, for all i < ω;
3. X contains a definable definable closed nowhere dense subset Y , such that
rkP (Y ) =∞;
4. rkP (X) > 2|M|.
Lemma 8.19. Let K be constructible, and C ⊆ K be non-empty, definable,
closed, and with empty interior. Then, C has at least one isolated point; in par-
ticular, no non-empty closed perfect subset of K with empty interior is definable.
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that C is perfect. Let A := K \ C; A is an
open set; let CL be the set of left end-points of the connected components of A
and CR be the set of right end-points. Notice that CL and CR are definable
subsets of C. Since K is constructible, there exists an open interval I such that
I ∩ CL and I ∩ CR are closed in I and I ∩ CL 6= ∅. Let a ∈ CL ∩ I. Since
C is perfect and has empty interior, a is an accumulation point for CR; hence,
a ∈ CL ∩ CR, implying that a is isolated in C, absurd.
In the above Lemma, the hypothesis “K constructible” can be relaxed to “for
every non-empty definable subset A of K there exists an open interval I, such
that I ∩ A is non-empty and closed in I”.
Lemma 8.20. Let K be constructible, C ⊂ K be definable with empty interior,
and D be the set of isolated points of C. Then, D is discrete, definable, and
dense in C. Moreover, C′ := C \D is nowhere dense in C.
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Proof. That D is discrete and definable is clear.
Claim 12. It suffices to prove the conclusion for C.
In fact, the isolated points of C are isolated points of C. Thus, w.l.o.g. C
is closed. Let A := K \ C, CL be the set of left end-points of the connected
components of A and CR be the set of right end-points. CL is dense in C. If, for
contradiction, D is not dense in C, let I be a closed interval, such that C∩D has
no isolated points and is non empty: but this contradicts the previous lemma.
The fact that C′ is nowhere dense in C follows immediately from the first
part.
From the above lemmata, it is easy to deduce the following.
Lemma 8.21. Assume that K is constructible, and X ⊆ K is definable and
closed.
1. If X is a finite union of discrete sets, then rkCB(X) = rkP (X).
2. K is locally o-minimal iff rkP (K) = 1.
3. If K is not locally o-minimal, then rkP (K) ≥ ω.
4. If K is d-minimal but not locally o-minimal, then rkP (K) = ω.
5. If K is ω-saturated, constructible, but not d-minimal, then rkP (K) =∞.
Proof. The last point follows from the fact that, since K is not d-minimal, then,
by saturation, we can find X ⊂ K definable, closed, with empty interior, and
such that rkCB(X) ≥ ω. Hence, by the previous lemma, X ⊃ X(1) ⊃ X(2) ⊃ . . .
is an infinite descending chain of definable sets, such that X(i+1) is closed and
nowhere-dense in X(i).
8.3 Proof of Thm. 8.4
(1⇔ 4) and (5⇒ 4) are clear.
For every 0 < n ∈ N, and K = 2,, let (Kn) be the instantiation at n of
the Kth statement. For instance, (2n) is equal to (1). We will prove that
(2n) ⇒ (7n) ⇒ (6n) ⇒ (2n), that (2n) ⇒ (2n+1), that (2)n ⇔ (3)n, and that
(2n) implies that every meager X ⊂ Kn is nowhere dense.
By induction on n, the above would imply (1⇔ 2⇔ 3⇔ 4⇔ 6⇔ 7).
((2)n ⇔ (3)n) is clear.
((6n) ⇒ (3n)). Let X ⊆ Kn be definable and with empty interior. Let
f := 1X be the characteristic function of X ; then, D(f) = bd(X); thus, bd(X)
is nowhere dense.
((7n)⇒ (6n)). Let f : U → K be definable, with U ⊆ Kn open. We want to
prove that D(f) is nowhere dense; w.l.o.g., f is bounded. Let A := Γ(f); then,
D(f) = Bn(A). Thus, D(A) is nowhere dense.
Assume now that we have (2n).
Note that if Y ⊆ Kn is meager and definable, then, since K is Baire, Y has
empty interior, and thus Y is nowhere dense; therefore, we have proved (In).
We prove now (7n). Let A ⊆ Kn+m be definable, and B := Bn(A).
If we prove that B is meager, then, since K is Baire, B has empty interior,
and thus, by inductive hypothesis, B is nowhere dense. W.l.o.g., A is bounded
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(because, after using a definable homeomorphism from K to (0, 1), B can only
become larger).
Let π := Πn+mn , and U := π(A). If U has empty interior, then, by (2n), U is
nowhere dense; thus, B is also nowhere dense, because B ⊆ π(A). Therefore,
we can assume that U has non-empty interior, and hence, w.l.o.g., that U is
open.
Thus, for every r > 0, let
C(r) := {(x, y) ∈ A : d(y,Ax) ≥ r},
and B(r) := π
(
C(r)
)
. Since B =
⋃
r B(r), and by (2n), it suffices to prove that
each B(r) has empty interior.
Fix r > 0, and assume, for contradiction, that U ′ ⊆ B(r) is a non-empty
open definable set. W.l.o.g., U ′ = U . Let C′ := C(r): notice that C′ is
d-compact. Define g : U → Km, x 7→ lexmin(C′x). Since g is lower semi-
continuous, there exists U ′ ⊆ U open and non-empty, such that g is continuous
on U ′; w.l.o.g., U = U ′. Define also f : U → Km; x 7→ lexinf
(
C(r)x
)
. Note that
f(x) ≥ g(x) for every x ∈ U .
Claim 13. The set D := {x ∈ U : f(x) > g(x)} is nowhere dense.
We will do only the case m = 1. It suffices to prove that D is meager. For
every s > 0, let D(s) := {x ∈ U : f(x) ≥ g(x) + s}. If we prove that each D(s)
is nowhere dense, we have the claim. By (2n), it suffices to prove that D(s) has
empty interior. Assume, for contradiction, that V is a non-empty subset of U ,
and let x ∈ V . Since g is continuous, we can assume that d
(
g(x′), g(x)
)
< s/2
for every x′ ∈ V . By definition of f and g, there exists x′ ∈ V such that
d
(
f(x′), g(x)
)
< s/2. Hence, d
(
f(x′), g(x′)
)
< s, absurd.
Thus, after shrinking U , we can assume that f = g. Fix x ∈ U , and let
y := f(x). Since g is continuous on U , after shrinking U we can assume that
d
(
f(x′), y
)
< r/3 for every x′ ∈ U . Since Γ(f) ⊆ A, there exists (x′, y′) ∈ A,
such that (x′, y′) is near (x, y); that is, x′ ∈ U and d(y′, y) < r/3. Moreover, by
definition of f , there exists y′′ ∈ Cx′ , such that d
(
f(x′), y′′
)
< r/3. However,
this imply that d
(
y′, f(x′)
)
< r, contradicting the definition of C(r).
We prove now (2n+1): let A ⊆ Kn+1 is definable and has empty interior; we
want to show that A is nowhere dense. If not, let
E′ := {x ∈ Kn : cl(Ax) has non-empty interior}.
By assumption, E′ has non-empty interior. W.l.o.g., A is bounded. Let E :=
{x ∈ Kn : cl(A)x has non-empty interior}. Since, by (6n), E ∆ E′ is nowhere
dense, E has non-empty interior. Since K is Baire, there exists 0 < r ∈ K such
that
E(r) := {x ∈ Kn : Ax contains an interval of length r}
has non-empty interior; let U ⊆ E(r) be a non-empty open set.
After shrinking A if necessary, we can assume that, for every x ∈ U , A is
bounded and Ax is an open interval of length r. For every x ∈ U , let h(x) be
the centre of Ax.
By (6n), the set of points where h is continuous has non-empty interior.
Thus, after shrinking U , we can assume that h is continuous. But then the set
{(x, y) ∈ U ×K : h(x)− r < y < h(x) + r} is open and contained in A, absurd.
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(7⇔ 8) is clear.
(2⇒ 10⇒ 9) are also clear.
(9 ⇒ 1). Let X ⊆ K be definable and have empty interior. By hypothesis,
X is meager. Moreover, ∂X = X \ X has also empty interior, and thus it is
meager. Therefore, X is meager. Since K is Baire, X has empty interior.
(7 ⇒ 5). Let X ⊆ Kn be definable, and let d := dimX. We want to
prove that dimX = d. W.l.o.g., π(X) contains an open subset of Kd, where
π := Πnd . If, for contradiction, dimX < d, then, by (2), π(X) is nowhere dense.
Notice that π(X) \ π(X) ⊆ Bd(X). Since Bd(X) is nowhere dense, we get a
contradiction.
(2⇒ 13). Let X := {x ∈ Kd : dimAx > 0}, where d := dimA, and assume,
for contradiction, that dimX > 0. If d = 0, then X = ∅ ⊂ K0 = {0}, and we
have a contradiction. Thus, w.l.o.g., A is closed (because dimA = dimA), and
Y := Πnd+1(A) satisfies
∀x ∈ X dim(Yx) > 0.
By Kuratowski-Ulam’s theorem, this implies that Y is not meager, and thus has
non-empty interior, contradicting dimA = d.
(2 ⇒ 12). Let A1, A2 ⊆ K be definable, such that dimAi < d, i = 1, 2.
We have to prove that dim(A1 ∪ A2) < d. Assume, for contradiction, that
B := Πnd (A1 ∪ A2) has non-empty interior. Let Bi := Π
n
d (Ai); notice that
dimBi < d, and B1 ∪ B2 = B. By (2), the Bi are nowhere dense in Kd; thus,
B is nowhere dense, absurd.
(12⇒ 11) is obvious.
(11⇒ 4). Let A ⊆ K be definable. We have to prove that dim(A) = dim(A).
However, A = A ∪ ∂A. Since ∂A has empty interior, dim ∂A = 0, and we are
done.
(13⇒ 11). Let A,B be definable subsets of K with empty interior. We have
to prove that A ∪B has also empty interior. Define X :=
(
(0, 1)×A
)
∪
(
∂B ×
(0, 1)
)
⊂ K2. Notice that dimX = 1. By 13, the set Y := {y ∈ K : dim(Xy) >
0} is nowhere dense. However, Y = A ∪B; thus, dim(A ∪B) = 0.
(2 ⇒ II). Let
(
Ax
)
x∈K
be an increasing definable family of subsets of Kn,
each of them of dimension less or equal to d. Let A :=
⋃
xAx. Assume, for
contradiction, that dimA > d; w.l.o.g., U := Πnd+1(A) has non-empty interior.
However, U =
⋃
xΠ
n
d+1(Ax). Since dimAx ≤ d, each Π
n
d+1(Ax) is nowhere
dense, and thus U is meager, contradicting the fact that K is Baire.
(14⇒ 13) is obvious.
(13 ⇒ 14). Assume, for contradiction, than dimC > k; w.l.o.g., U :=
Πnk+1(C) has non-empty interior. Moreover, since dim(A) = dim(A), by prop-
erty (II), w.l.o.g. A is d-compact. By 12, w.l.o.g. the set
C′ := {x ∈ Kn : dim
(
Πmd (Ax)
)
≥ d}
has dimension greater than k, and D′ := Πnk+1(C
′) has non-empty interior. Let
B := Πn+md+k+1(A); by assumption, B is nowhere dense. Hence, by Kuratowski-
Ulam’s theorem, the set
D := {u ∈ Kk+1 : dim(Bu) ≥ d}
has empty interior. However, for every u ∈ Kk+1, Bu = Πd(Au), and thus
D′ ⊆ D, absurd.
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(1⇒ III) and (1⇒ IV) have the same proof as [Mil05, Thm. 3.3].
9 Definable choice
As usual, K is some definably complete expansion of an ordered field.
Some version of the following lemma has been proved by C. Miller.
Lemma 9.1 (Definable Choice). 1. Let P ⊆ K be a set of parameters, and
A ⊂ Kn be P -definable, non-empty and constructible. Then, there exists
a P -definable point a ∈ A .
2. Let X ⊆ Kn+m be definable and such that Xb is constructible for every
b ∈ Km. Then, X has a definable n-choice function, that is a definable
function f : Πn+mm (X)→ X, such that f(a) ∈ Xa for every a ∈ Π
n+m
m (X).
3. Let X ⊆ Kn+m be definable and constructible. Then, X has a definable
n-choice function.
4. Suppose that every unary definable set contains a locally closed point.
Then, K has definable Skolem functions (DSF ).
Proof. (1). Since A is constructible, A′ := lc(A) is non-empty; thus, since A′ is
also P -definable, it suffices to prove the conclusion for A′; therefore, w.l.o.g. A
is locally closed.
First, we will prove the case when A is closed in Kn. For every r > 0, let
A(r) := {a ∈ A : |a| ≤}, let r0 := inf{r ∈ K : A(r) 6= ∅}, and let A′ := A(2r0).
Notice that A′ is d-compact, non-empty and P -definable. Let a := lexmin(A′):
notice that a is also P -definable, and in A.
Next, we will treat the case when A is discrete. For every r > 0, let A(r) :=
{a ∈ A : B(a, r) ∩ A = {a}}, let r0 := inf{r ∈ K : A(r) 6= ∅}, and let
A′ := A(2r0). Notice that A
′ is closed, non-empty, and P -definable, and apply
the previous case.
We will prove the general case by induction on n. If n = 1, for every a ∈ A
let r(a) := sup{r > 0 : A ∩ B(a, r) = A ∩ B(a, r)}. Since A is locally closed,
r(a) > 0 for every a ∈ A. Let U :=
⋃
a∈AB
(
a, r(a)/2
)
. Notice that U is
open, P -definable, and A = A ∩ U . By the “open set” case, there exists u ∈ U
P -definable. Let I be the definably connected component of U containing u:
I exists because n = 1, and it is a P -definable open interval; let A′ := A ∩ I.
Therefore, A′ is closed in I, P -definable and non-empty; since I is definably
homeomorphic to K, via a P -definable map, we can apply the “closed set” case
to find a P -definable point in A′.
If n > 1, we proceed by induction, and we assume we have already proved
the conclusion for n − 1. let A′ := Πnn−1(A). By the inductive hypothesis,
there exists a′ ∈ A′ P -definable. By the case n = 1, there exists a′′ ∈ Aa′ also
P -definable. Let A := (a′, a′′).
(2). The construction in (1) gives a definable way to choose xb ∈ Xb for
every b ∈ Πn+mm (X).
(3) is immediate from (2).
(4). Let A ⊆ Kn+m be definable. We have to prove that there exists f :
B → A definable, such that f(b) ∈ Ab for every b ∈ B, where B := Πn+mm (A).
We proceed by induction on n.
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If n = 0, f is the identity. If n = 1, for every b ∈ B let Cb := lc(Ab). By
hypothesis, Cb 6= ∅ for every b ∈ B, and it is constructible. Thus, by (2), C has
a definable 1-choice function, and the same function will work for A.
Assume that n > 1 and we have already proved the conclusion for every
n′ < n. Let C := Πn+mm+1 (A). By inductive hypothesis, there exists a definable
(n − 1)-choice function g : C → A. By the case n = 1, there exists a definable
1-choice function h : Πm+1m (C) → C. Let f := g ◦ h : Π
n+m
m (A) → A: f is an
n-choice function for A.
Therefore, locally o-minimal, d-minimal and constructible structures have
DSF. On the other hand, a-minimal structures might not have DSF: for instance,
(R,Ralg) does not have DSF [DMS10, 5.4].
For the same reason, constructible structure have elimination of imaginaries.
Lemma 9.2. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable. Assume that X is both and Fσ and a
Gδ, and that X is Baire. Then, lc(X) 6= ∅.
Cf. [Kur66, §34.VI].
Proof. Let Y := X . We have to prove that the interior of X inside Y is non-
empty. Otherwise, X is both dense and co-dense in Y . However, since X is
an Fσ, this implies that X is meager in Y . For the same reason, Y \ X is
meager in Y , contradicting the fact that Y is Baire.
9.1 Sard’s Lemma and dimension inequalities
For every C1 function f : Km → Kn, define Λf (k) := {x ∈ Kn : rk
(
Df(x))
)
≤
k}, and Σf (k) := f
(
Λf(k)
)
. The set of singular values of f is Σf :=
⋃n−1
k=0 Σf (k).
Lemma 9.3 (Sard’s Lemma). Let f : Km → Kn be definable and C1. If
K is i-minimal and has DSF (and, in particular, if K is constructible), then
dim
(
Σf (d)
)
≤ d.
Proof. If d ≥ n, the conclusion is trivial. Let d < n, and assume, for con-
tradiction, that Πnd
(
Σf (d)
)
contains a non-empty open box B. By DSF, there
exists g : B → Λf (d), such that Πnd ◦ f ◦ g = 1B. Since K is i-minimal, we
can apply Lemma 8.9, and, by shrinking B if necessary, we can assume that g
is C1. Hence, by differentiation, we have that, for every x ∈ B, Πnd (f(g(x))) ·
(Df)(g(x)) ·Dg(x) = 1d. Therefore, rk
(
(Df)(g(x))
)
≥ d, a contradiction.
Lemma 9.4. Assume that K is i-minimal with DSF. Let l,m, n, d be natural
numbers. Let X ⊆ Kn be definable, such that dimX ≥ m + d, Y ⊆ Kl be
definable of dimension m, and f : X → Y definable, Then there exists a ∈ Y
such that dim(f−1(a)) ≥ d.
Proof. By induction on (l,m, n, d).
• If m+d < n, then w.l.o.g. π(X) contains a non-empty open box B, where
π := Πnm+d. By DSF, there exists a definable function g : B → X such
that g ◦ π = idB. Let f˜ := f ◦ g : B → Y . By induction on n, there
exists a ∈ Y such that dim(f˜−1(a)) ≥ d. Therefore, w.l.o.g. m + d = n
and X = Kn. Moreover, by Theorem 8.4(IV), w.l.o.g. f is continuous.
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• If m = 0, since f is continuous, f(Kn) is a connected subset of the 0-
dimensional set Y , and therefore f(Kn) = {a} for some a ∈ Y .
• If d = 0, there si nothing to prove. Thus, w.l.o.g. m > 0 and d > 0.
• If l > m, then, by the Partition Lemma, w.l.o.g. Y is µ-good, where µ :=
Πlm. Let g := µ ◦ f : K
n → Km. By induction on l, there exists b ∈ Km
such that dim(g˜−1(b)) ≥ d. Moreover, since Y is µ-good, dim(Yb) = 0.
Let X˜ :=↾ g−1(b) and :˜ = f ↾ g−1(b) : X˜ → Y[b]. By the case m = 0,
there exists a ∈ Y[b], such that dim(f˜
−1(a)) ≥ d. Hence, w.l.o.g. l = m
and Y = Km.
• Hence, we are reduced to the situation f : Kn → Km, with n = m + d.
By Lemma 8.9, w.l.o.g. f is C1. Let Y ′ := f(Kn) and Σf ⊆ Y be the set
of singular values for f . If, for contradiction, dim(f−1(a)) < d for every
a ∈ Km, then Y ′ = Σf . Thus by Sard’s Lemma, dimY ′ < m. Therefore,
by induction on m, there exists a ∈ Y ′ such that dim(f−1)(a) ≥ d, a
contradiction.
Lemma 9.5. Let K be i-minimal with DSF, X ⊆ Kn, Y ⊆ Km, and f : X → Y
be definable. Then:
1. if f is surjective, then dimY ≤ dimX;
2. if f is injective, then dim Y ≥ dimX;
3. if f is bijective, then dimY = dimX.
Proof. 1) Assume, for contradiction, that k := dimX < d := dimY . By DSF,
there exists a definable function g : Y → X , such that f ◦ g = idY . By
Lemma 9.4, there exists a ∈ X such that dim(g−1(a)) ≥ d−k ≥ 1, contradicting
the fact that g is injective.
2) follows from 1) and definable choice, and 3) follows from 1) and 2).
10 D-minimal structures
Definition 10.1. K is d-minimal if for every K′ ≡ K, every definable subset
of K is the union of an open set and finitely many discrete sets.
Remark 10.2. Let A ⊆ Kn be definable. If A is a union of N discrete sets,
then A is a union of N definable and discrete sets.
Remark 10.3. Every d-minimal structure is constructible.
Definition 10.4. Let d ≤ n ∈ N, Π(n, d) be the set of projections form Kn onto
d-dimensional coordinate spaces, and µ ∈ Π(n, d). For every p ∈ N, let regpµ(A)
and regp(A) be defined as in [Mil05, Def. 8.4 and §3.4]. As in the case when K
is an expansion of R¯, regpµ(A) is definable, open in A, and a C
p-submanifold of
Kn of dimension d.
For every A ⊆ Kn, let isol(A) be the set of isolated points of A. Notice that
isol(A) is discrete.
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Lemma 10.5. Suppose that K is i-minimal, and let A ⊆ Km+n be definable,
such that B := {x ∈ Km : isol(Ax) 6= ∅} has interior. Then, for every p ∈ N,
regppi(A) 6= ∅, where π := Π
n+m
m .
Proof. Fix p ∈ N; let V ⊆ B be a non-empty open box, and C :=
⊔
v∈V
(
{v} ×
isol(Av)
)
. Notice that V ⊆ π(C). By Definable Choice, there exists a definable
function f : V → Kn such that 〈x, f(x)〉 ∈ C for every x ∈ V . For every x ∈ V ,
define
f+(x) := min
(
f(x) + 1, inf{y ∈ Ax : y > f(x)}
)
,
f−(x) := max
(
f(x)− 1, sup{y ∈ Ax : y < f(x)}
)
.
Notice that f− < f < f+ on all V . By i-minimality, after shrinking V , we can
assume that f , f+ and f− are Cp on V . It is easy to see that Γ(f) ⊆ regppi(A).
Lemma 10.6. Suppose that every 0-dimensional definable subset of K has an
isolated point, and let p ∈ N. Then:
1. K is i-minimal.
2. Let A be a finite collection of definable subsets of Kn. Then, there is a Π-
good partition P of A, compatible with A, such that P \reg0µ(P ) is nowhere
dense in P for every projection µ and every P ∈ P such that P is µ-good.
3. A \ regp(A) is nowhere dense in A, for every definable set A.
Proof. (1). Let X ⊆ K be definable and with empty interior. Suppose, for
contradiction, that X contains a non-empty open interval I, and let Y := X∩I.
Notice that dimY = 0 and Y is dense in I, and therefore it has no isolated
points.
(2) and (3) have the same proof as [Mil05, Prop. 8.4] (using Thm. 8.4 and
Lemma 10.5).
Lemma 10.7. The following are equivalent:
1. K is d-minimal;
2. for every K′ ≡ K, every subset of K is the union of a definable open set
and finitely many definable discrete sets;
3. for every m ∈ N and every definable A ⊆ Km+1 there exists N ∈ N such
that, for all x ∈ Km, either Ax has interior or is a union of N definable
discrete sets;
4. for every m,n ∈ N and definable A ⊆ Kn+m there exists N ∈ N such that
for every x ∈ Km, either dimAx > 0, or Ax is a union of N definable
discrete sets.
Proof. (1⇔ 2) follows from Remark 10.2.
(2⇔ 3) is a routine compactness argument.
(3) is the case n = 1 of (4).
(3 ⇒ 4). Induction on n. The case n = 1 is the hypothesis. Let n > 1,
and assume we have already proved (3) for each n′ < n. Let C := {x ∈
Km : dim(Ax) = 0}. Let x ∈ C. For each y ∈ K, we have dim(A(x,y)) =
0, and therefore A(x,y) is a union of N discrete definable sets (for some N
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independent from x and y). Moreover, for each x ∈ C, the set D(x) := {y ∈ K :
A(x,y) 6= ∅} has empty interior, because K is i-minimal. Thus, for every x ∈ C,
D(x) is a union of M definable discrete sets (for some M independent from x).
Hence, for every x ∈ C, Ax is a union of NM discrete sets, which can be taken
definable.
Definition 10.8 (Cantor-Bendixson Rank). Let T be a Hausdorff topological
space. For every X ⊆ T , and every ordinal α, let X(0) := X , X(α+1) be the set
of non-isolated points of X(α), and X(α) :=
⋂
β<αX
(α) if α is a limit ordinal.
Let rkCB(X), the Cantor-Bendixson rank of X , be the smallest ordinal α such
that X(α) = ∅ (or rkCB(X) = +∞ if such α does not exist). For every a ∈ X ,
let rkCBX (a) be the supremum of ordinals α such that a ∈ X
(α).
Notice that each X(α) \X(α+1) is discrete, and that X is a finite union of
discrete sets iff rkCB(X) < ω. Moreover, X(rk
CB(X)) = ∅ (if rkCB(X) < +∞).
Besides, rkCB(X) = 0 iff X is empty, rkCB(X) = 1 iff X is discrete (and
non-empty).
K is a-minimal iff every definable subset of K of dimension 0 has rank at
most 1 (to be proved).
Remark 10.9. If X and X ′ are subsets of a Hausdorff topological space T , then
rkCB(X ∪X ′) ≤ rkCB(X)⊕ rkCB(X ′), where ⊕ is the Cantor sum of ordinals.
Hence, a set X is a union of n discrete sets iff rkCB(X) ≤ n.
Proof. By induction on α := rkCB(X) and β := rkCB(Y ). The basic case when
X is a singleton is obvious. For contradiction, let a ∈ (X ∪ Y )(α+β). W.l.o.g.,
a ∈ X ; let γ := rkCBX (a) < α.
Let V be an open neighbourhood of a such that X(γ) ∩ V = {a}, and
X ′ := X ∩ V \ {a}. Notice that α′ := rkCB(X ′) ≤ γ < α. Hence, by inductive
hypothesis, rkCB(X ′ ∪ Y ) ≤ α′ ⊕ β < α ⊕ β. Thus, rkCB(X ′ ∪ Y ∪ {a}) ≤
α′ ⊕ β ⊕ 1 ≤ α⊕ β . Thus, rkCBX∪Y (a) < α⊕ β for every a ∈ X ∪ Y , and we are
done.
Corollary 10.10. If K d-minimal iff for every n ∈ N and every definable
X ⊆ Kn+1, there exists d ∈ N such that, for all a ∈ Kn, rkCB
(
Xa\int(Xa)
)
≤ d.
Definition 10.11. A definable d-dimensional Cp-submanifold M is weakly µ-
special if for each y ∈ µM and x ∈ My there exist U ⊆ Kd open box around y
and W ⊆ Kn−d open box around x, such that A ∩ (U ×W ) = Γ(f) for some
(definable) Cp-map f : U → W . M is µ-special if the box U in the above
definition does not depend on x (but only on y). M is special if it is µ-special
for some µ ∈ Π(n, d).
Lemma 10.12. Assume K is d-minimal, let p ∈ N, and A be a finite collection
of definable subsets of Kn. Then, there exists a finite partition of Kn into weakly
special definable Cp-submanifolds compatible with A.
Proof. As in the proof of [Mil05, Thm. 3.4.1], we are reduced to show that if
A ∈ A, with 0 < d := dimA < n; then A can be partitioned into special Cp-
manifolds. Moreover, we can further assume that A is a π-good, where π := Πnd ,
that A\regppi(A) is nowhere dense in A, and each Ax is discrete, for every x ∈ K
d.
Let M := regppi(A). Notice that M is a weakly π-special C
p-manifold. It
suffices to prove that π(A \M) is nowhere dense (in Kd) to conclude the proof
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(since then fdim(A \ M) < fdim(A)). Assume, for contradiction, that B ⊂
π(A \M) is a non-empty open box, and let N := regppi(A \M). By shrinking B,
we might assume that cl(Mx) = (clM)x for every x ∈ B. By Lemma 10.6, M is
dense in A, and therefore, for every x ∈ B, cl(Ax) = (clA)x = (clM)x = cl(Mx),
that is Mx is dense in Ax. However, Ax is discrete, and thus Ax = Mx.
Conjecture 10.13. Assume K is d-minimal, let p ∈ N, and A be a finite
collection of definable subsets of Kn. Then, there exists a finite partition of Kn
into special definable Cp-submanifolds compatible with A.
11 Dense pairs
11.1 Cauchy completion
For particular cases of some of the results in this section, see also [LS95].
Definition 11.1. If K is an ordered field, we denote by K
C
the Cauchy com-
pletion of K, that is, the maximal linearly ordered group such that K is dense
in K
C
; notice that K
C
is, in a canonical way, a real closed field [Sco69].
A cut Λ := (ΛL,ΛR) of K is a partition of K into two disjoint subsets ΛL,ΛR,
such that y < x for every y ∈ ΛL and x ∈ ΛR. A cut (ΛL,ΛR) is a gap if ΛL is
non-empty and has no maximum, and ΛR is non-empty and has no minimum.
A cut Λ is regular if Λˆ = 0, where Λˆ := inf{x− y : x, y ∈ K & y < Λ < x}.
The Cauchy completion of K is the disjoint union of K and the set of regular
gaps of K, with suitably defined order < and operations + and ·.
Lemma 11.2. Let K be definably complete, K∗ ≻ K, b ∈ K∗ \ K. For every
X ⊆ Km definable, let X∗ ⊆ K∗m be the interpretation of X in K∗.
Let E ⊂ K be closed, K-definable, and with n := rkCB(E) < ω, let Λ be the
cut of K determined by b. If Λ is regular, then b /∈ E∗.
If moreover K is d-minimal, and D ⊂ K is K-definable and of dimension 0,
then b /∈ D.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on n := rkCB(E). W.l.o.g., E is
bounded (because b is K-bounded). If n = 0, then E = ∅. If n = 1, then E is
discrete; thus, E is pseudo-finite; let δ := δ(E); notice that 0 < δ ∈ K. Since Λ
is regular, there exist a′, a′′ ∈ K such that a′ < b < a′′ and a′′ − a′ < δ. Thus,
(a′, a′′)∗ ∩E∗ = {b}, and therefore b is K-definable, absurd.
If n > 1, let G := E(n−1); notice that G is closed, discrete and non-empty;
thus, rkCB(G) = 1, and G is pseudo-finite. By the case n = 1, b /∈ G∗; let
a′, a′′ ∈ K such that a′ < b < a′′ and G ∩ [a′, a′′] = ∅ (a′ and a′′ exist by the
proof of the case n = 1). Let F := E ∩ [a′, a′′]. Notice that F is d-compact.
Moreover, rkCB(F ) < n. Therefore, by inductive hypothesis, b /∈ F ∗. Hence,
b /∈ E∗.
IfK is d-minimal, letE be the closure ofD inK. By d-minimality, rkCB(D) <
ω; thus, b /∈ D∗.
From the proof of the above lemma, we can deduce the following.
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Lemma 11.3. Let K be d-minimal, and K ≺ K∗. Let c ∈ K∗ \ K, Λ be the
cut determined by c over K, and X∗ ⊆ K∗ be K-definable. If Λ is a regular gap
and c ∈ X∗, then there exists an open interval I with end-points in K such that
c ∈ I ⊆ X∗.
Lemma 11.4. Let K be definably complete, K∗ ≻ K, b ∈ K∗ \ K, Λ be the cut
of K determined by b, f : K→ K be definable, c := f∗(b) ∈ K∗, and Γ be the cut
determined by c over K. Assume that f is continuous and strictly monotone.
Then, Γ is a regular gap, and K〈c〉 = K〈b〉, where K〈b〉 is the definable closure
of K ∪ {b}.
Proof. Let 0 < ε ∈ K; by uniform continuity, there exists 0 < δ ∈ K, such that,
if x, y ∈ K and |x − y| < δ, then |f(x) − f(y)| < ε. Let y′, y′′ ∈ K such that
y′ < b < y′′ and y′′ − y′ < δ (they exist because Λ is a regular cut). Thus,
f(y′) < c < f(y′′) and f(y′′)− f(y′) < ε, and therefore Γ is regular. Moreover,
f is invertible, and therefore b = f−1(c) ∈ K〈c〉.
Lemma 11.5. Let K be a d-minimal structure, and K∗ ≻ K, such that K is
dense in K∗. Then, K∗ has the exchange property relative to K; that is, if
A ⊂ K∗, and b, c ∈ K∗ satisfy c ∈ K〈A, b〉 \K〈A〉, then b ∈ K〈A, c〉.
Proof. Let b and c be as in the hypothesis. Let K′ := K〈A〉; w.l.o.g., K = K′.
Then, since K has definable Skolem function, b = f∗(c) for some K-definable
f : K → K. By Theorem 8.4-III there exists D ⊆ K nowhere dense and K-
definable, such that f is continuous and either constant or strictly monotone on
each sub-interval of K\D. By Lemma 11.2, b /∈ D∗. Therefore, by Lemma 11.4,
either c ∈ K, or b ∈ K〈c〉.
Notice that the hypothesis that K is dense in K∗ in the above lemma is nec-
essary: [DMS10, 1.17] shows that if K∗ does not satisfy UF and it is sufficiently
saturated, then K∗ does not satisfy the exchange property.
Proposition 11.6 (Cauchy completion). Let K be a d-minimal structure, ex-
panding the ordered field K, L = (0, 1,+, ·, <, . . . ) be the language of K. There
exists a unique expansion of the Cauchy completion K
C
to an L-structure KC ,
such that K is an elementary substructure of KC .
Proof. Let S be set of elementary extensions K′ of K, such that K is a dense
in K′; order S by elementary inclusion. Let K′ be a maximal element of S
(K′ exists by Zorn’s lemma). We claim that K′ = KC (and, thus, KC can be
expanded to an L-structure).
Suppose not. W.l.o.g., K′ = K. Let Λ be a regular gap of K, K∗ be an
elementary extension of K, and b ∈ K∗ filling the gap Λ. Let K〈b〉 be the
definable closure of K ∪ {b} in K∗; since K has definable Skolem functions (by
definable choice), K ≺ K〈b〉  K∗.
We claim that K is dense in K〈b〉, contradicting the maximality of K. In
fact, let c ∈ K〈b〉; thus, c = f(b) for some K-definable f : K∗ → K∗. We
have to prove that either c ∈ K, or that Γ is a regular gap, where Γ is the
cut determined by c over K. By Theorem 8.4-III there exists D ⊆ K nowhere
dense and definable, such that f is continuous and either constant or strictly
monotone on each sub-interval of K \D. By Lemma 11.2, b /∈ D∗. Therefore,
by Lemma 11.4, either c ∈ K, or Γ is a regular gap.
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It remains to prove that the L-structure on K
C
is unique. Let KC1 and K
C
2
be two expansion of K
C
to elementary extensions of K. Let K′ be a maximal
common elementary substructure of KC1 and K
C
2 extending K. Assume, for
contradiction, that K′ 6= KC ; w.l.o.g., we can assume that K = K′. Let b ∈
KC \ K, and let φ(x) be an L-formula with parameters in K. In order to
reach a contradiction, we must prove that KC1 |= φ(b) iff K
C
2 |= φ(b). W.l.o.g.,
KC1 |= φ(b); let X := φ(K). Moreover, for every Y ⊆ K
n definable, let Y Ci be
the interpretation of Y in KCi , for i = 1, 2. Notice that X = U ∩ D, where
U := X˚ is open and definable, and D := X \ X˚ is definable, with dimD = 0.
Since K is d-minimal, rkCB(D) < ω. Thus, by Lemma 11.2, b /∈ DC1 . Hence,
b ∈ UC1 ; since K is dense in K
C
1 , and U
C
1 is open, there exist y
′ < y′′ ∈ K such
that b ∈ (y′, y′′)C1 ⊆ U
C
1 . Since K  K
C
1 , (y
′, y′′) ⊆ U , and since K  KC2 ,
b ∈ (y′, y′′)C2 ⊆ U
C
2 ⊆ X
C
2 .
Corollary 11.7 (of the proof). Let K be a d-minimal structure, K∗ ≻ K,
b ∈ K∗ \K, and Λ be the cut of K determined by b. If Λ is a regular gap, then it
uniquely determines the type of b over K; moreover, K is dense in K〈b〉; besides,
for every c ∈ K〈b〉 \K, we have K〈c〉 = K〈b〉.
Corollary 11.8. An Archimedean locally o-minimal structure is o-minimal
Proof. If K is Archimedean, then K
C
= R¯; thus, K has an elementary extension
R˜ that is an expansion of R. Therefore, R˜ is o-minimal, and thus K is o-
minimal.
11.1.1 Polish structures and theories
Lemma 11.9. Let F be an ordered field. Assume that F contains a countable
dense subset (not necessarily definable) and that F is Cauchy complete. Then:
1. F has cofinality ω.
2. F is a Polish space (i.e., a Cauchy complete separable metric space).
3. |F | = 2ℵ0 .
4. If X ⊂ Fn is perfect, non-empty, and a Gδ (in the topological sense), then
|X | = 2ℵ0 .
5. If X ⊂ Fn is closed and |X | < 2ℵ0 , then isol(X), the set of isolated points
of X, is dense in X.
6. If X ⊆ Fn is a non-empty Gδ (in the topological sense), then it is a
Baire space (again, in the topological sense), and it is even strong Cho-
quet [Kec95].
Proof. (1) is obvious.
(2) requires us to define a metric. If F is Archimedean, then F is homeomor-
phic to the reals, and we are done. Otherwise, let v be the natural valuation on
F induced by the ordering, and G be the value group of F.
Claim 14. The topology induced by v on F is the same as the order topology.
Notice that the claim is false if F is Archimedean.
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Claim 15. G is countable.
Thus, there exists a coinitial order-reversing embedding ι of (G,>) in (R+, <)
as ordered sets (notice that ι ignores the group structure). For every x, y ∈ F,
define
d(x, y) :=
{
ι(v(x − y)) if x 6= y;
0 otherwise.
Claim 16. (F, d) is a metric space.
Actually, (F, d) satisfies the ultra-metric inequality.
Claim 17. (F, d) is homeomorphic to (F, v) (and hence to (F, <)).
Claim 18. If (an)n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in (F, d), then (an)n∈N is a Cauchy
sequence in (F, v).
Hence, assume that (an)n∈N is a Cauchy sequences in (F, d). Since (F, v)
is Cauchy complete (by assumption), an → a for some a ∈ F, according to
the topology induced by v. However, v and d induce the same topology, and
therefore an → a according also to d; thus, (F, d) is a complete metric space.
Finally, (F, d) is separable by assumption.
|F| ≤ 2ℵ0 is easy. The opposite inequality follows from (3).
Notice that a Gδ non-empty subset of Fn is a Polish space [Kec95, 3.11].
(3) X itself is a non-empty perfect polish space. The conclusion follows
from [Kec95, 6.2].
(4) Assume, for contradiction, that isol(X) is not dense in X ; let B ⊆ Kn
be a closed box, such that B˚ ∩ X 6= ∅, and Y := X ∩ B contains no isolated
points. Hence, Y satisfies the hypothesis of (3), absurd.
(5) Every Polish space is Baire and strong Choquet [Kec95, 8.17].
Definition 11.10. Let T be a complete theory expanding the theory of ordered
fields, in a language L, expanding the language LOF of ordered fields. We say
that T is a Polish theory if, for every finite language L′, such that LOF ⊆ L′ ⊆
L, the restriction of T to L′ has a model which is separable and Cauchy complete.
If T is not complete, we say that T is a Polish theory if every completion of T
is Polish.
Lemma 11.11. Let T be a definably complete theory (expanding RCF). If T is
Polish, K |= T and X ⊆ Kn is definable and Gδ (in the definable sense), then
X is definably Baire.
Proof. W.l.o.g., K is Cauchy complete and separable. Hence, by Lemma 11.9,
X is topologically Baire, and a fortiori definably Baire.
Lemma 11.12. A d-minimal theory T is Polish. In particular, if K is d-mini-
mal and X ⊆ Kn is definable, then X is Baire.
Proof. W.l.o.g., the language of T is countable. Let F′ be a countable model
of T , and F be the Cauchy completion of F′. F is a model of T .
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11.2 The Z-closure
Definition 11.13. Let A ⊆ K., and c ∈ K. We define the Z-closure of A
inside K
ZclK(A) :=
⋃
{C ⊂ K : C nowhere dense and definable with parameters from A}.
If K is clear from the context, we drop the subscript K. A ⊆ K is Z-closed in K
if ZclK(A) = A.
The notion above is most interesting when A is an elementary substructure
of K.
Remark 11.14. If K is o-minimal, then Zcl = dcl.
Remark 11.15. If K is o-minimal and A ⊆ K, then A is Z-closed in K if and
only if A is an elementary substructure of K.
Remark 11.16. For every A ⊆ K, dcl(A) ⊆ Zcl(A), and Zcl(dcl(A)) =
Zcl(A) = Zcl(dcl(A)).
Remark 11.17. If A has DSF, then ZclK(A)  K.
Lemma 11.18. If A ⊆ K has non-emtpy interior, then dcl(A) = K, and there-
fore Zcl(A) = K.
Proof. Since A ⊆ dclA = dcl(dcl(A)), w.l.o.g. A = dclA. Let ε > 0 and a ∈ K
such that B(a; ε) ⊆ A. Hence, (−ε, ε) ⊆ A. Thus, (1ε,+∞) ⊆ A. Let b ∈ K;
we want to prove that b ∈ A; w.l.o.g., b > 0. Let a := (1/ε) and a′ := b + 1/ε;
notice that a and a′ are in A, and therefore b = a′ − a ∈ A.
Remark 11.19. Let K ≺ F be a dense substructure. If K is d-minimal, then
K is Z-closed in F.
Proof. By Lemma 11.2.
Remark 11.20. Given A ⊆ K, dcl(A) does not depend on K: that is, if K  K′,
then the definable closure of A inside K and the definable closure of A inside
K′ are the same set. Instead, ZclK(A) may depend on K: for instance, an
infinite nowhere dense subset of K is A-definable and if K′ is a κ-saturated
elementary extension of K, then |ZclK
′
(A)| ≥ κ. If K is i-minimal but not o-
minimal, then dcl depends on K: for instance there exists some K′ ≻ K such
that ZclK
′
(∅) 6= ZclK(∅).
Remark 11.21. If A ⊆ K  K′, then ZclK(A) = ZclK
′
(A) ∩K.
Definition 11.22. Let f : X  Y be a definable application (i.e., a multi-
valued partial function), with graph F . Assume that K is i-minimal. For every
x ∈ X , let f(x) := {y ∈ Y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ F} ⊆ Y . Such an application f is a
Z-application if, for every x ∈ X , dim
(
f(x)
)
= 0 (thus, the domain of f is
all X); it is a partial Z-application if for every x ∈ X , dim
(
f(x)
)
≤ 0.
Remark 11.23. Let A ⊆ K, and b ∈ K. Then, b ∈ ZclA iff there exists an
∅-definable Z-application f : Kn  K and a¯ ∈ A, such that b ∈ f(a¯). Moreover,
if c¯ ∈ Kn, then b ∈ Zcl(Ac¯) iff there exists an A-definable Z-application f :
Kn → K, such that b ∈ f(c¯).
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Proof. The “if” direction is clear: f(a¯) is nowhere-dense. For the converse, let
Z ⊂ K be nowhere-dense and A-definable, such that b ∈ Z. Let φ(x, a¯) be
the formula defining Z. Let ψ(x, y¯) be the formula “(ψ(x¯, y¯) and ψ(K, y¯) is
nowhere-dense) or (x = 0 and φ(K, y¯) is somewhere-dense)”. Then, ψ defines a
Z-application f : Kn  K, and b ∈ f(a¯).
The “moreover” part is clear.
Proviso. For the rest of this subsection, K is i-minimal with DSF.
We will show that, under the above condition, ZclK is a matroid (a.k.a.
combinatorial pregeometry); we will write Zcl for ZclK.
Definition 11.24. A formula φ(x, y¯) is x-narrow if, for every c¯ ∈ Kn, φ(K, c¯)
is nowhere-dense.
Remark 11.25. For every A ⊆ K,
Zcl(A) =
⋃
{C ⊂ K : C is 0-dimensional and A-definable} =
=
⋃
{φ(K, a¯) : φ(x, y¯) is x-narrow and a¯ ⊆ A}.
If K is d-minimal, then
Zcl(A) =
⋃
{C ⊂ K : C is discrete and A-definable}.
Remark 11.26. Let A ⊆ K, and D ⊆ Kn be A-definable and 0-dimensional.
If b¯ ∈ D, then each coordinate of b¯ is in ZclA.
Proof. It is enough to show that b1 ∈ ZclA. Let D1 := Πn1D. Then, D1 is
0-dimensional, and b1 ∈ D1.
Lemma 11.27. Zcl is transitive. That is, Zcl(ZclA) = ZclA.
Proof. Let b ∈ Zcl(ZclA). Then, there exists c¯ ∈ (ZclA)n and an x-narrow
formula φ(x, y¯), such that K |= φ(b, c¯). For every i ≤ n, let Yi be an A-definable
nowhere-dense set containing ci. Let ψ(x, y¯) be the L(A)-formula
φ(x, y¯) ∧
∧
i≤n
yi ∈ Yi
and Z := φ(Kn+1).
Claim 19. dimZ = 0.
By Lemma 9.4.
Since Z is A-definable, and 〈b, c¯〉 ∈ Z, Remark 11.26 implies that b ∈ ZclA.
Lemma 11.28. Zcl has the exchange property. That is, if a ∈ Zcl(Bc)\Zcl(B),
then c ∈ Zcl(Ba).
Proof. Assume a ∈ Zcl(Bc) and c /∈ Zcl(Ba); we want to conclude that a ∈
Zcl(B). Let φ(x, y) be an x-narrow L(B)-formula, such that K |= φ(a, c). Define
ψ(x, y) as
∃r > 0 ∀y′
(
|y − y′| < r → φ(x, y′)
)
;
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that is, K |= φ(x, y) iff y ∈ int(φ(x,K)). Notice that K |= ψ(a, c), because
φ(a,K) \ψ(a,K) has dimension 0. Moreover, for every a′ ∈ K, ψ(a′,K) is open:
let θ(x, y) be the formula
ψ(x, y) & y is the centre of a definably connected component of ψ(x,K).
Notice that, for every a′ ∈ K, θ(a′,K) is discrete. Let d ∈ D be the centre of
the connected component of ψ(a,K) containing c, and Z := θ(K2).
Claim 20. dimZ = 0.
Let π := Π21, and µ : K
2 → K be the projection onto the second coordinate. If
both π(Z) and µ(Z) have dimension 0, then the claim is true. If dim(π(Z)) = 0,
then, since dim(Zx) ≤ 0 for every x, Lemma 9.4 implies that dimZ = 0. If,
for contradiction, dim(π(Z)) > 0, then, since Z ⊆ ψ(K2), and ψ(x,K) is open
for every x, DSF and Theorem 8.4(III) imply that there exist g < h : I → K
B-definable and continuous, such that, for every x ∈ I, (g(x), h(x)) ⊆ ψ(x,K).
Hence, ψ(K2) contains an open set, and is contained in φ(K2), contradicting the
fact that φ(x, y) is x-narrow.
Since 〈a, d〉 ∈ Z and Z is B-definable, the claim and Remark 11.26 imply
that a ∈ Zcl(B).
The above two lemmata imply that Zcl is a matroid. Hence, we can speak
about Z-generating and Z-independent sets, Z-basis and Z-dimension: E is Z-
generating set of B/A if Zcl(AE) = Zcl(B); E is Z-independent over A if, for
every e1, . . . , en+1 ∈ E, en+1 /∈ Zcl(Ae1 . . . en); E is a Z-basis if it is both Z-
generating and Z-independent. The Z-dimension of B/A is Zdim(B/A), the
cardinality of some Z-basis of B/A. It is important to notice that the above
notions do not depend on the ambient space K: by Remark 11.21 if A ⊆ B ⊆
K  K′, and E ⊆ K, then E is a Z-generating set of B/A (resp. Z-independent
over A, resp. a Z-basis of B/A) in K iff it is a Z-generating set of B/A (resp.
Z-independent over A, resp. a Z-basis of B/A) in K′. Hence, Zdim(B/A) is also
independent from K.
Let M ≻ K be “the” monster model. Let κ be an infinite cardinal, such that
κ > |T |, where T is the theory of K; we will assume that assume that |K| < κ
and M is κ-saturated and strongly κ-homogeneous. We will say that A is a
proper subset of M if A ⊂M and |A| < κ.
Lemma 11.29. Let A be a proper subset of M, and c ∈ M. Let Ξ(c/A) be the
set of conjugates of c over A. T.f.a.e.:
1. c ∈ Zcl(A);
2. Ξ(c/A) has empty interior;
3. Ξ(c/A) is nowhere dense.
If moreover M is d-minimal, then c ∈ Zcl(A) iff Ξ(c/A) is discrete.
Proof. (1⇒ 3⇒ 2) is clear.
(2 ⇒ 1). Let φ(x) be any L(A)-formula, such that M |= φ(c). Since c /∈
Zcl(A), c ∈ int(φ(M)), and therefore there exist d, d′ ∈M, such that d < c < d′
and (d, d′) ⊆ φ(M). Let Γ(v, v′) be the set of L(Ac)-formulae
v < c < v′ & (v, v′) ⊆ φ(M),
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where φ(x) varies in tp(c/A). By what we said above, Γ is consistent: hence, by
saturation, there exist d, d′ ∈M satisfying Γ. We claim that (d, d′) ⊆ Ξ(c/A). In
fact, if c′ ∈ (d, d′), then by definition, c′ satisfies all the L(A)-formula satisfied
by c: therefore, tp(c′/A) = tp(c/A), and, by homogeneity, c′ ∈ Ξ(c/A).
Assume now that M is d-minimal. If c ∈ Zcl(A), then there exists a discrete
set X , definable with parameters from A, such that c ∈ X ; therefore, Ξ(c/A) ⊆
X , and thus Ξ(c/A) is discrete. The converse is clear.
Corollary 11.30. ZclM is an existential matroid. I.e., let a¯ ∈ Mn, b¯ ∈ Mm,
c ∈M, and φ(x, y¯, z¯) be x-narrow. Assume that, for every conjugate c′ of c over
a¯, M |= φ(c′, a¯, b¯). Then, c (and all its conjugates over a¯) is in ZclM(a¯).
Proof. It is [For10, Theorem 9.8]. The corollary is also a direct consequence of
[For10, Lemma 3.22].
Definition 11.31. Given A, B, C proper subsets of M, we say that A and C
are Z-free over B, written A |⌣
Z
B
C, if some (every) Z-basis of A over B remains
Z-independent over BC.
The above three lemmata imply the following result.
Theorem 11.32. Zcl is an existential matroid. Hence, |⌣
Z is an independence
relation in the sense of [Adl05] (and in particular it is symmetric), and satisfies
a |⌣
Z
B
a iff a ∈ ZclK(B), for every a ∈ K, B ⊆ K.
Notice that if K is o-minimal, then Zcl = dcl, and therefore |⌣
Z = |⌣
þ . The
converse is also true (remember the assumption that K is i-minimal with DSF).
Lemma 11.33. T.f.a.e.:
1. ZclM = dcl;
2. |⌣
Z = |⌣
þ (in the monster model);
3. K is o-minimal.
Proof. (3 ⇒ 1) is clear. If (1) holds, then |⌣
Z = |⌣
M; moreover, since |⌣
Z is
symmetric, |⌣
M is also symmetric, and therefore |⌣
M = |⌣
þ [Adl05].
Assume that (2) holds. Let a ∈ Zcl(B). Then, a |⌣
Z
B
a, therefore a |⌣
þ
B
a,
and thus a ∈ dclB: hence, (1) also holds. We have to prove thatM is o-minimal.
Assume, for contradiction, that A ⊂ M is definable with parameters b¯, infinite
and with empty interior. Then, A ⊆ ZclM(b¯) = dcl(b¯). However, since A is
infinite, |A| ≥ κ, and therefore |dcl(b¯)| ≥ κ > |T |, which is impossible.
Lemma 11.34. The dimension induced by |⌣
Z and the geometric notion of di-
mension coincide. That is, if X ⊆Mn is definable, then dimX = max{rkZ(x¯) :
x¯ ∈ X}.
Contrast the situation of |⌣
Z to the notion of M -dividing independence (de-
fined in [Adl05]), where, A |⌣
M
B
C iff, for every c¯ ⊂ dcl(BC),
dcl(ABc¯) ∩ dcl(BC) = dcl(Bc¯).
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Lemma 11.35. Assume that T is d-minimal, but not o-minimal. Then, |⌣
M is
not symmetric (and therefore dcl does not have the Exchange Property). How-
ever, |⌣
M does satisfy the existence and extension axioms, and therefore coincides
with |⌣
þ , the þ-forking relation. Hence, T is not rosy, and in particular |⌣
þ is
not symmetric.
Proof. The fact that |⌣
M satisfy existence and extension and coincides with |⌣
þ
is immediate from [For10, Lemma 3.22].
Let K ≺M such that K is not Cauchy complete, and |K| < κ. By expanding
the language with less than κ new constants, w.l.o.g. we can assume that K is
the prime model of T . Let π be a regular gap of K; choose c0 and c1 such that
c1 > K and c0 |= π.
Claim 21. There exist a0 and b, and a finite set C such that:
1. c0, c1 ∈ C;
2. b ∈ Zcl(C);
3. b ∈ dcl(Ca0) \ dcl(C);
4. a0 /∈ Zcl(Cb);
5. a0 > 0 and a0 is infinitesimal w.r.t. K.
Let X be a definable (with parameters) subset of M which is discrete and
infinite (such a set exists by Corollary 8.7, because T is i-minimal but not o-
minimal), and let C be any finite set containing c0, c1, and the parameters
of X . By saturation, there exists b ∈ X \ dcl(C). Let I be an open interval
containing b, such that I ∩ X = {b}. By Lemma 11.18, since Zrk(M/K) ≥ κ,
there exists a′0 ∈ I \ Zcl(Cb). W.l.o.g., a
′
0 > 0. If a
′
0 is infinitesimal (w.r.t. K),
let a0 := a
′
0; if a
′
0 is finite but not infinitesimal, let a0 := a
′
0/c1; if a
′
0 is infinite,
let a0 := 1/a
′
0. Notice that Zcl(Cb) = Zcl(C).
Claim 22. With b and C as in the above Claim, there exists a ∈ M such that:
1. a |= π (and therefore a is in a Cauchy completion of K);
2. a /∈ Zcl(Cb);
3. b ∈ dcl(Ca) \ dcl(C).
Let a := c0 + a0. Since a0 is infinitesimal, a |= π. Since a0 /∈ Zcl(C) and
c0 ∈ C, the second point follows. Since dcl(Ca) = dcl(Ca0) ∋ b, the third points
follows.
Claim 23. a 6 |⌣
M Cb.
In fact, let C′ := C; then, b ∈ dcl(C′a) ∩ dcl(Cb), but b /∈ Zcl(C′).
Claim 24. Cb |⌣
M a.
In fact, let A := dcl(a) = K〈a〉, and A′ ⊆ A. Define Y := dcl(CA′b)∩A; we
have to prove that Y = A′. Since a satisfies a regular gap over K, dcl(∅) = K
is dense in A; therefore, dclA satisfies EP. Hence, either A′ = K, or A′ = A. If
A′ = A, the conclusion is obvious. If A′ = K, then a /∈ Y , because Y ⊂ Zcl(Cb),
and a /∈ Zcl(Cb); therefore, since dclA satisfies EP, Y = K.
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We do not know if the above lemma extends to i-minimal theories with DSF,
or to constructible theories.
Lemma 11.36. Let f : K K be a Z-application, definable with parameters c¯.
Let b ∈ K and U ⊆ K be non-empty and open, such that, for every a ∈ U ,
b ∈ g(a). Then, b ∈ Zcl(c¯).
11.3 Dense pairs of d-minimal structures
Dense pairs of o-minimal structures were studied in [vdD98a].
Proviso. K is an constructible structure with DSF, and T := Th(K).
We have seen that the Z-closure is an existential matroid on K. Moreover,
A ⊆ K is topologically dense iff it s dense w.r.t. to the matroid Zcl, that is iff
X intersects every definable subset of K of dimension 1.
We can apply the results in [For10] to T , and obtain the following results.
Theorem 11.37. Let T d be the theory of pairs A ≺ B |= T , such that A is
dense in B and Zcl(A) = A. Then, T is consistent and complete. Besides, B is
the open core of 〈B,A〉. If moreover T is d-minimal, then T d is the theory of
pairs A ≺ B |= T , such that A is dense in B (the fact that A is Zcl-closed in B
follows).
Similar results can be shown for dense tuples of models of T [For10, §13].
More results can be proved for T d, e.g. a form of elimination of quanti-
fiers [For10]. If moreover T is d-minimal, then also the results in [For10, §9]
apply to T .
We will give some additional results and conjectures that are more psecific
to our situation.
Theorem 11.38 ([vdD98a, Theorem 2]). Let 〈B,A〉 |= T d. Given a set Y ⊂
An, t.f.a.e.:
1. Y is definable in 〈B,A〉;
2. Y = Z ∩ An for some set Z ⊆ Bn that is definable in B.
If moreover T is constructible, then the above two conditions are equivalent to:
3. Y is definable in the structure 〈A, (A ∩ (0, b))b∈B〉.
Remember that constructible structures are i-minimal with DSF.
Proof. (1⇒ 2) and, under the extra condition on T , (2⇒ 3) are as in [vdD98a,
Theorem 2]. (3 ⇒ 1) and (2 ⇒ 1) are obvious (and true without the extra
condition on T ).
We do not know whether we do really need the extra condition that T is
constructible to prove that (2) implies (3) in the above Theorem.
Question 11.39. Let T ′ be a complete a-minimal theory. Is there an existential
matroid on T ′? [DMS10, 6.2] and [For10] prove that if T is equal to either T d
or T g (see [DMS10] for the definition of T g) for some o-minimal theory T , then
T ′ admits such a matroid (in the case of T g, the matroid is acl).
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Example 11.40. We show that Zcl does not satisfy Existence on M := 〈B,A〉,
a monster model of T d. Write x′ ≡2C x if the L(U)-type of x and x
′ over C are
the same, and let Ξ2(x/C) := {x′ ∈M : x′ ≡2C x}.
Choose a1, a2 ∈ A and b ∈ B \ A, such that a1 and a2 are Z-independent
over b. Let c := a1b+ a2, and f : A2 → B be the definable function f(x1, x2) :=
x1 · c + x2. By hypothesis, Zrk(a1a2/b) = 2, and therefore Zrk(a1, a2/bc) ≥ 1.
Thus, either a1 /∈ Zcl(bc), or a2 /∈ Zcl(bc); w.l.o.g., a1 /∈ Zcl(bc). However, f is
injective, and therefore a1 and a2 are L(U)-definable over bc, hence, Ξ2(a1/bc) =
{a1} ⊆ Zcl(bca1). If Zcl did satisfy existence, then a1 ∈ Zcl(bc), absurd.
11.3.1 The open core
Proviso. For this subsection, we assume that T is d-minimal. Let M :=
〈B,A〉 |= T d.
We have seen that B is the open core of M. Hence, since every Fσ subset of
Mn is definable in the open core of M, every such set is constructible. We will
prove some additional results about this topic. Scl is the small closure on M
and Sdim is the corresponding dimension function, as defined in [For10].
Lemma 11.41. Let (Xt)t∈M be a definable increasing family of subsets of Mn,
and X :=
⋃
tXt. Let d ≤ n and assume that, for every t ∈ M, Sdim(Xb) ≤ d.
Then, Sdim(X) ≤ d.
Proof. [For10, Lemma 3.71], applied to Scl.
Corollary 11.42. M is Baire.
Proof. By [For10], ifX ⊆ S is definable inM and nowhere-dense, then SdimX =
0.
The conclusion then follows from Lemma 11.41.
Lemma 11.43. T d is a Polish theory.
Proof. W.l.o.g., the language of T is countable. Let A′ be a countable model of
T and B′ be its Cauchy completion. Notice that B′ 6= A′ and therefore 〈B′,A′〉
is a Cauchy complete and separable model of T d.
12 Types in locally o-minimal structures
As usual, K is a definably complete structure. Let +∞ be the partial 1-type
over K, given by {x > a : a ∈ K}.
Remark 12.1. T.f.a.e.:
• K is locally o-minimal;
• +∞ is a complete type;
• for every cut Λ of K, if Λˆ = 0+, then Λ is a complete type over K.
Proof. See Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 11.7.
Lemma 12.2. Let K be locally o-minimal, and p ∈ S1(K). p is a definable type
iff either p = ±∞, or p = a±, or p = a, for some a ∈ K.
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Proof. By the above remark, the listed types are complete types. The “only
if” direction is clear. For the other direction, let p = +∞; we have to prove
that p is definable (the other cases are similar). Fix c a realization of p in some
K′ ≻ K. Let φ(x, y¯) be a formula, and D := {y¯ ∈ Kn : K |= φ(c, y¯)}. We have
to prove that D is a definable subset of K. Let F := φ(K′) and Fc := φ(c,K′);
notice that D = Fc ∩Kn. Define
G := lim inf Ft = {a¯ ∈ K
′n : ∃t0∀t > t0 a¯ ∈ Ft}.
Notice that G is definable without parameters; let G′ := G(K) = G ∩Kn.
Claim 25. D = G′.
The claim implies the conclusion. Let us prove that d ⊆ D; let d ∈ D. Thus,
d ∈ Fa ∩ K, and therefore “d ∈ Fx” is in the type of c over K. Thus, d ∈ Ft
eventually, and therefore d ∈ G. The opposite inclusion is trivial.
Question 12.3. Give a characterization of definable n-types in locally o-minimal
structure, along the lines of Marker-Steinhorn’s theorem.
13 D-minimal open core
We have seen that if T is d-minimal, then T d has d-minimal open core. We
want to give some characterization of when a structure K as d-minimal open
core. Unfortunately, we were not able to prove what we wanted, so here is a
conjecture.
Conjecture 13.1. Assume that, for every K′ ≻ K, every Fσ subset of K′ is
the union of an open set and finitely many discrete sets. Then, for every n ∈ N,
every Fσ subset of Kn is constructible. Moreover, K is Baire.
In the above situation, we say that K has d-minimal open core.
Idea of proof. If K is a-minimal, then K has locally o-minimal open core, and a
fortiori d-minimal open core. Hence, we may assume that K is not a-minimal,
and therefore there exists a pseudo-N subset of K.
First, we prove that K is Baire. If not, let N ⊆ K be a pseudo-N subset of K,
and C :=
(
Ct
)
t∈N
be a definable family of d-compact nowhere dense subsets of
K, such that K =
⋃
t∈N Ct. By assumption, there exists M ∈ N such that each
Ct is a finite union of M discrete sets. Therefore, C is a uniform family of (at
most) pseudo-enumerable sets, and therefore K is pseudo-enumerable, absurd.
Let A ⊆ Kn be an Fσ set. We have to prove that A is constructible. W.l.o.g.,
K is ω-saturated. We proceed by induction on n and on (d, k) := fdim(A). If
n = 1, A is constructible by hypothesis. Hence, w.l.o.g. n > 1. If d = n, let
B := A \ A˚. Thus, A = A˚ ∪ B. Since dim(B) < d, by induction on d, B is
constructible, and therefore A is constructible. If d = 0, for i = 1, . . . , n, let Ai
be the projection of A onto the ith coordinate axis. By assumption on A, Ai
is an Fσ with empty interior, and therefore, by hypothesis, Ai is a finite union
of discrete sets. Moreover, A ⊆ A1 × · · · × An,therefore A is a finite union of
discrete sets, and hence A is constructible.
Hence, we may assume that 0 < d < n. Let π := Πnd ; w.l.o.g., π(A) has
non-empty interior. Let C := pAq = A \ lc(A).
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Claim 26. W.l.o.g., A is bounded.
In fact, it suffices to prove that φ(A) is constructible, where φ is a homeo-
morphism between Kn and (0, 1)n.
Given X ⊆ Kd, let AX := A ∩ π−1(X).
Claim 27. W.l.o.g., π(C) = π(A) = B for some closed box B with non-empty
interior.
If fdim(C) < fdim(A), then, by inductive hypothesis, C is constructible, and
therefore A is also constructible. Thus, π(C) contains a closed box B′ ⊆ B
with non-empty interior. If we prove that AB′ is constructible for any such B
′,
then, since K is ω-saturated, there exists M ∈ N such that A′B
pMq
= ∅ for every
such box B′. Hence, ApMq ∩ π−1(B′) = ∅ for every closed box B′ ⊆ π(C) with
non-empty interior, and therefore fdim(ApMq) < fdimA. Thus, by inductive
hypothesis, ApMq is constructible, and thus A is also constructible.
By hypothesis, there exists an increasing definable family
(
A(t)
)
t∈K
of d-
compact subsets of Kn, such that A =
⋃
tA(t).
Claim 28. W.l.o.g., π(A(t)) = B for every t ∈ K.
In fact, since K is Baire, there exists t0 ∈ K and B′ ⊆ B closed box with non-
empty interior, such that B′ ⊆ π(A(t0)). If we prove that AB′ is constructible
for any such box B′ contained in some A(t), then, since K is ω-saturated, there
exists M ∈ N such that A′B
pMq
= ∅ for every such box B′. Since every x ∈ B
is contained in some B′ as above, fdim(ApMq) < fdimA, and therefore, by
inductive hypothesis, A is constructible. Thus, w.l.o.g. B ⊆ π(A(t0)) for some
t0 ∈ K. Define A′(t) := A(t0) if t ≤ t0, and A′(t) = A(t) if t > t0. Then,
π(A′(t)) = B, each A′(t) is d-compact, and A =
⋃
tA
′(t).
Claim 29. W.l.o.g., dim(Ax) = 0 for every x ∈ B.
In fact, let D := {x ∈ Kd : dim(Ax) > 0}. By Lemma 4.9, D is an Fσ of
dimension less than d. Hence, by induction on fdim(A), AD is constructible.
Thus, it suffices to prove that A \AD is constructible.
By assumption, and since K is ω-saturated, there exists M ∈ N, such that,
for every x ∈ Kd, Ax is the union of at most M discrete sets.
Claim 30. W.l.o.g., for every x ∈ B, Ax is discrete.
To be done.
Claim 31. lc(A) 6= ∅.
Assume, for contradiction, that lc(A) is empty. Let A˜ := A(0); remember
that A˜ is d-compact and π(A˜) = B; let f : B → K, f(x) := min(A˜x). To
simplify the notation, assume that n = d + 1. By [FS09], D(f) is a meager
Fσ subset of Kd; thus, by inductive hypothesis, D(f) is nowhere dense. Hence,
after shrinking B, we may assume that f is continuous. We want to prove
that, after possibly further shrinking B, Γ(f) ⊆ lc(A). Let A+ := {〈x, y〉 :
(y ∈ Ax & y > f(x)) ∨ y = f(x) + 1}. Since f is continuous and A is an Fσ,
A+ is an Fσ sets. Define f+ : B → K as f+(x) := min(A+x ), and define in a
symmetric fashion f− : B → K. Notice that f− < f < f+ (because each Ax is
discrete). We claim that f+ is continuous outside a nowhere dense subset of B.
Let A+ :=
⋃
t∈N C(t), where N is a pseudo-N subset of K, and
(
C(t)
)
t∈N
is
a definable increasing family of d-compact sets, such that B × {1} ⊆ C(t) for
every t. Let ft(x) := min(C(t)), and D(t) := D(ft). Each D(t) is a meager Fσ
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subset ofKd, hence, by inductive hypothesis, eachD(t) is nowhere dense. Hence,
D :=
⋃
t∈N D(t) is meager, and therefore, by inductive hypothesis, nowhere
dense; let B′ := B \D, and g := f+ ↾ B′. Since B′ is open and definable, B′
is Baire; moreover, g is the pointwise limit of the continuous functions ft ↾ B
′;
thus, by Lemma 7.6 and inductive hypothesis, g is continuous outside a nowhere
dense subset of B′. Reasoning in the same way for f−, we see that there exists
B′′ open dense subset of B, such that both f+ and f− are continuous on B′′.
Hence, Γ(f) ∩ π−1(B′′) ⊆ lc(A) and therefore the latter is non-empty.
Claim 32. lc(A) is dense in A.
For every U ⊆ Kn open box, such that A∩U is non-empty, the above claim
implies that lc(A) ∩ U = lc(A ∩ U) is non-empty.
Let A′ := lc(A). By definition, A′ = A′ ∩ U , for some open definable
set U . By Lemma 4.27, Bd(U) is an Fσ meager subset of Kd, and therefore,
by inductive hypothesis, Bd(U) is constructible, and therefore nowhere dense.
Hence, after shrinking B, we may assume that Bd(U) is empty.
Claim 33. Bd(A
′) is empty.
Again, by Thm. 4.33.
Since A′ ⊆ A ⊆ A′, Remark 4.26 implies that Bd(A) ⊆ Bd(A′) = ∅.
Therefore, A′ = lc(A) ⊆ A, A′ = A, and cl(A′x) = (A
′)x = (A)x = cl(Ax)
for every x ∈ B; hence, A′x is dense in Ax for every x ∈ B. Since, for every
x ∈ B, Ax is discrete, this means that Ax = A′x; thus, A
′ = A, and hence A is
constructible.
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